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For those of you who are plagued by long
distance phone bills, I have the solution.
I recently bought a telephone and went
through all of the hoops of getting service and
,insurance, etc. etc. etc.
Itwasn't long after this that MCI called.
They have a variety of savings options on long
distance service. If I signed up with them, they ,
would give me a discount and-pay a percentage
of my phone bi1l for the month.
It sounded good. I told them to go ahead and
sign me up.
Weeks passed. I didn't give the phone com-
pany any more thought.
Then AT&T called. They told me they were
aware that I had signed up with MCI. They
asked if I was aware of their long distance
options and savings.
I told them I wasn't.
They replied that if I switched to their com-
pany they would give me 30 minutes of free
long distarice service and send me a certificate I
could use to pay part of my monthly phone bill.
I said that sounded good and, yes, they could
switch me to their company.
MCI could fend for itself.
Weeks passed. I don't make many long dis-
tance phone calls, so I didn't pay attention to
the matter.
Then MCI called. They informed me they
were aware of the fact that I had switched to
AT&T and asked why.
I told them AT&T offered me some type of
certificate and that they guaranteed me low
o.weekend; Ira,k mem-
m nalionals; baskelball is
Is gear up for lasl home
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long distance rates.
MCI told me that if I switched back to them
they would send me a certificate to cover part
of my monthy phone bill, They would also be ,
sure to send me a little card • could send to
AT&T, telling them not to call me anymore.
I said sure, I would be happy to switch to
MCI. They said they would make the arrange-
ments.
Last week AT&T cal1ed me back. They
noticed that I had switched to Mel and were
concerned. Did I have a reason?
Itold them about strong savings options and
all of the garbage you're fed in the commer-
cials.
I wasn't fully awake when they called, but I
believe they said if I switched to them they
would pay my phone bill for the next three
months. They would also send me a certificate
to take care of the switching fee.
I told them that sounded good and, yes, they
should take care of the arrangements. '
My phone bi1l for the past three months
hasn't costed me much. These rival companies
are taking care of me in theirquest to steal cus-
tomers from one another.
So the next time you get a call from a long
distance company that wants your business, tell
them you'l1 be happy to switch. It won't be
long before the company you were originally
with comes calling, calling with true savings.
I'm waiting for that phone call from
the next long distance company.
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and interview skills, while Tammy Yelm placed the use of technology and what can be learned from
fourth in keyboarding. them,
Fifth-place awards were earned by Barbara • The use of multimedia as it applies to education.
Ferbrache in the financial assistant category, Leona • Issues regarding the use of technology in the
Boise State University's cold-drill is among just Hopkins in medical concepts, Brenda Knudsen in delivery of academic information such as accredita-
five collegiate magazines to receive a 1996 Gold keyboarding, Angie Howland in document formalling, tion, registration and transfer of credits.
Crown Award from the Columbia Scholastic Press and Katy Barbour in extemporaneous speech. Half-day supplemental introduction/training work-
Association. Monica DeCoria also slid into eligibility for shops will be available under separate registration for
cold-drill competed against 223 other magazines in nationals by placing sixth in spreadsheet applications. faculty or others wishing to participate.
this contest. More than 140 students from BSU, College of Administrators, educators, lawmakers and private
The Columbia Scholastic Press Association, owned Southern Idaho, Idaho State University, Ricks industry leaders are encouraged to attend. Admission
and operated by ColiJrribiaUniversify'sinc'e' 1925;' College;'Ea'sletil Idaho Technical CiHlege;Lewls"..'·'isTree, bufjJreregistr'i1Hoiilsreqtifred."For"more infor-
enrolls members from throughout North America and Clark State College and the University of Idaho par- mation, contact John Franden, executive assistant to
in certain overseas schools and colleges following the ticipated in the annual competition. the president, at 385-1535, or Ben Hambleton,
American plan. SMITC director, at 385-3289.
Other schools with magazines receiving 1996 Gold
CrownAwards were West Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, and Vanderbilt University, Nashville.
The other two awards went to magazines at Columbia
College, Chicago.
THEAR,mR WEDNESDA~MAR0I2D,1996 -
cold-drill wins national
Gold Crown award
BSUpsychologist to
discuss the human eye
capabilities March 20
Boise State University professor Garvin Chastain
will discuss "Visual and Spatial Attention: Pop-out
and Non-Target Effects" at 12:45 p.m. on March 20
in the Education Building, Room 643. The presenta-
tion is part of the Psychology Department's Brown
Bag Colloquia series. .
Chastain is an expert in visual spatial cognition-
the human eye's ability to localize objects and pat-
terns. He has published widely in his 20 years of
research. He joined the BSU faculty in 1987 and is
the editor of Journal of General Psychology, a presti-
gious national publication.
The next Brown Bag Colloquia will be April 17
with Psychologist Eric Landrum.
Expert to speak about
healing in SUBMarch 20
Dr. Bernie Siegel, one of America's leading
experts on the mind/body healing connection, will
present a seminar for cancer patients, others with life-
threatening illnesses, and their families from 7-9 p.rn.
March 20 in the SUB Grace Jordan Ballroom.
Tickets are $18 and are available through Select-a-
Seat. .
This special seminar will be followed by an event
from 9 a.m.-4 p.rn. on March 21 for a separate ticket
price of $195. Siegel's March 21 presentation, "Love,
Medicine and Miracles: Lessons Learned About
Healing From a Surgeon's Experience with
Exceptional Patients," is part of the "Profiles in
Success" speakers series sponsored by the Outreach
programs of the BSU College of Technology,
Women's Life at St. Luke's, television station KTVB,
radio station KBOI, and The Idaho Statesman.
Siegel is the author of the best-selling book Love,
Medicine and Miracles, which explores the role of
love, spirituality and unconscious beliefs in the heal-
ing process. In his surgical.pract'i~e and support pro-
grams, Siegel has developed a unique approach to
working with patients with chronic or catastrophic ill-
ness. His-therapeutic approach is aimed at integrating
the healing power of body, mind and spirit.BSUbusiness students
advance to national
BSU to host educationcompetition in May
Led by a pair of first-place finishes by Boisean technology conference
Natalie Burrell, 14 students from BSU's School of The various aspects of educational technology and
Applied Technology qualified to compete for national how they apply to education in Idaho will be the focal
honors by placing among the top performers at the point of a two-day conference at Boise State
Idaho competition of the Business Professionals of University next month.
America. "Teaching and Learning With Technology" is slat-
The competition included seven categories. ed for April 3-4 in the Student Union Building.
Students who finished among the top six of the Robert Heterick, president of Educom, will be the
judged competitions qualified for the national compe- Keynote speaker. Heterick will address the triple
tition in Phoenix in May. challenge of increased access, improved quality and
Burrell took first place both computerized account- reduced cost for schools including distance learning
ing and payroll accounting. Debra McKnight and -artd other issues associated with the integration and
Kristy Starner were BSU's other first-place finishers; use of technology in education.
taking the top spots in interviewing and administra- Sponsored by TCI Cable and US West, the confer-
tive assistant,respectively. McKnight also placed sec- ence will be held in conjunction with events celebrat-
ond in legal concepts. ing the 10th anniversary of BSU's Simplot/Micron
Jennifer Yoakum placed second in computerized Instructional TechnologyCenter,
accounting as well as payroll accounting. Starner COnference topics include:
placed second in interview A. '. • The current conditions and trends nationally and
Sue Deaton placed third in computerized account- in Idaho with regards to the use of technology for
ing and sixth in payroll accounting. Michele Galus education.
placed third in spreadsheet applications.: • How other states and organizations are respond-
Carmen Hogle placed fourth in both legal concepts ing to the challenges of teaching and learning through
A Spring Break tip:
file taxes by phone
Students heading home for Spring Break instead of
to their favorite vacation spot may find their tax
booklet waiting for them in a pile of mail. Luckily,
the IRS has made filing taxes easier this year, espe-
cially for many students.
Many students can use TeleFile, an electronic fil-
ing system that allows certain taxpayers to file using a
touch-tone phone. Students who are single with no
dependents, with income under $50,000, and who
receive the special TeleFile booklet can file by phone.
No calculator is needed. After the student enters
information from his or her W-2 Form, the TeleFile
system automatically computes income and the tax
refund or the amount due. The whole process takes
only about six to ten minutes. That leaves another
10,070 minutes to enjoy Spring Break.
TeleFile is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Not only is filing quick for student using
TeleFile, they should get their refund in 21 days. So
look for the special TeieFile package in that pile of
mail.
Women in Transition
group offered Thursdays
through Ap'ril 11
BSU's Center for New Directions is offering a
"Women in Transition Group" from 1:30-3:30 p.m,
every Thursday through April 11.
The group will explore self-esteem, stress manage-
ment, coping skills, assertiveness and co-dependence.
The Center for New Directions offers a variety of
support services for single mothers, displaced home-
makers and other women in the middle of major life
transitions. The services, available on the Boise State
campus at its Canyon County Center, include self-
esteem,' assertiveness. trainingv.individual counseling,
and educational and career information.
For additional information,contact Myrna
McDaniel, licensed professional counselor with the
Center for New Directions, at 385-3126.
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couples throughout Apri BSU and The Arbiter's faculty adviser forthe upcom-
This spring the Counseling Center is offering a ing academic year, is among just four people in the
one-credit workshop for couples only called "Fighting state of Idaho to receive a 1996 Jefferson Award for
for Your Relationship." The class will meet from 5- Public Service from The American Institute for Public
Ped
ro Zamora AID'S 8:30 p.m. April 8, 15, 22 and 29 in the Education Service and KIVI-TV Channel Six.
Building, Room 642. Of the four Idaho winners, Woltheim has been
II
hl Th . 'C I P b selected as the delegate to the national awards contestFe ows Ip pro.gram e course Instructor IS aro ang urn, a coun-selor and adjunct professor. in Washington, D.C., in June.
seeks ml
-norl-tv·a'pp'l- t In the class, couples learn specific skills that can Wollheim volunteers as the director of the Idaho.' . Ican 5 cut the risks of relationship failure. It also helps cou- Suicide Prevention Hotline service. In that capacity
AIDS Action, the administrator of the Pedro pies learn how to preserve and enhance the fun, he recruits, .coordinates, and trains volunteers to work
Zamora Memorial Fund, recently kicked off a search friendship and intimacy that lead to a lasting love. in direct intervention situations; also does fund-rais-
for young people interested in applying for competi- Cost is $85 per credit per person. For registration ing and case analysis work.
tlveslots-in-the-Pedro Zamora. AIDS Public..PoUcy, .• information, call the Registrar's Office at 385-3486. Additionally, Wollheim provides no-charge
Fellowship Program. . ,- " , '" - "' '.' Question, Persuade, Refer and suicide prevention
The fellowship program, named in honor of a training to health professionals, high school students
young man with AIDS who became one of the and teachers, and school psychologists throughout the
nation's most vocal AIDS advocates, provides an Management professor state. He works closely with many law enforcement
opportunity for adults ages 18 to 28 to learn more agencies and the Department of Health and Welfare,
about and participate in the development of the feder- appointed to prestigious as well as with emergency shelters and survivors
al HlV/AIDS policy. I I . Id d groups.
Zamora, who would now be 24 years old, was a Ma CO m 8a rige Boar The Jefferson Award-a nationally recognized
gay Cuban-American who lived out a portion of his Boise State University award for community and public service-was estab-
life with the HlV disease on MTV's The Real World production management Iished by the -American Institute for Public Service.
II. A ~ocal AIDS advocate, until shortly before his· professor Tom Foster has The institute was founded in 1972 by Jacqueline
death In November 1994, Zamora encouraged young been named to the Board Kennedy Onassis, U.S. Sen. Robert Taft Jr., and Sam
peo,ple to actively involve themselves in the fight of Examiners of the Beard, who headed economic development programs
against AIDS. The Pedro Zamora AIDS Public Policy Malcolm Baldrig for four U.S. presidents.
Fellowship Program is designed to carryon Zamora's National Qualit Award e
legacy by empowering young people, particularly The prestigrouS aw~rd
young people of color, to use their voices as AIDS was created in 1987 to rec-
advoc,ates and to help e~sure that the federal govern- ognize the quality achieve-
me?t s AI~S pre.venhon and care programs are ments of U.S. com anies
designed With, not just for, young people. and to promote awareness
The fellowship program will provide Zamora of quality excellence
Fell~ws ",:ith skills in public and media advocacy, The Board' of Tom Fosler
public policy and grassroots organizing, and will help Examiners is comprised on quality experts selected
prepare t~em to become AIDS advocates in their local from industry, professional and trade organizations,
commuOltie.s. Zamora Fellows will spend 10 to 26 universities, government agencies, education and
w~eks working at AID~ Action_ and will be provided a health care organizations. Those selected meet the
stipend and transportation expenses. highest stand a ds of q lif t' d ...' r ua I rca Ion an peer recogm-
Fellowships are available for the spnng, summer tion.
and fall semesters. Applications can be obtained by Foster received his do t te i d ti, • .' I cora 10 pro uc Ion man-
wr~tlOg AIDS ~ctlOn, 1875 Connecticut Ave., NW, agement from the University of Columbia. He joined
SUite 700, Washington, D.C. 20009. the BSU faculty in 1993.
Campus Crime .' '
March 8 - illegal consumption of olcohol, University Drive
and Michigan Street; petit theft, Choffee Hall
March 13 - grand theft, 2303 Campus Lone; bike theft,
Learning Center
March 14 - possession of drug paraphernalia, Student
Union Building parking lot
Who will represent your club at the
ASBSU HALL OF FAME
STUDENT ORGANIZATION
RECOGNITION DINNER
Wednesday April 24, 1996
Complete your applications for Outstanding Organization
and Advisor Awards by Friday, April 5.
Each group receivesfree tickets for Advisors and two students.
Select your student representatives now... perhaps the new and
old president ... or the most promising organization member.
Additional tickets will be $5.00 eadhif purchased beforeApri! 19.
For more information call Student Activities at 385..1223_ ....-
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posalswerepresentedtotheExecutive
t Committee at/ctst week's hearings
BeD students compete for 41,945 square feet of recreational
space, Jensen added.
Following Jensen, BSU students stepped up to the
podium to give support to the proposal. .
The majority of the speakers testified to the woeful
inadequacy of the current facility ..One full time student,
LisaStuppy, a BS(faerobics instructor, called the cur-
rent facility "inadequate," concluding thatBSU should
bring the recreational facilities "out of the stone age and
could cross the $1,000 mark for the first up to par."
g fall. Students claimed that the current facility, which
crease proposals are approved; full-time - accommodates up to 800 students at peak times, is over-
d be paying $252;25 more in fees each crowded and filled with unsafe, old and useless equip-
g the 1997-97 academic year. Fortunately ment, Adding that varsity sports regularly cut off access
e University students, the.State Board of to facilities in the Pavilion, the students complained that
not allow student fees to raised by more they.can rarely set a schedule for workouts and can not
percent each year, which would amount to afford to buy a membership into other health clubs
about $50 for each semester during 1996- around town.
'itor
13, BSU's Executive Budget Committee
increase proposals submitted by campus
h earlier and listened to testimony for and
posals, The committee will meet again to
posals and testimony and make recom-
BSU President Charles Ruch, who takes
dations to the State Board of Education's
for final approval.
I fee increase proposals recommended by
proved by the SBE, raising fees for Idaho
by 4.7 percent.
OCAfIONFEES
much as a whimper in response from stu-
hmidt, director of Institutional Research
a $41 increase in matriculation fees for
I-time students and $2 per credit hour for
nts.
U's fees have already increased by 70
past 10 years, Schmidt claimed that the
ge for other universities is 120 percent
period.
at the fee increase would bring the univer-
$700,000 in revenue next year, Schmidt
as needed to pay for program and expan-
equipment.
NCENf'ER
n of ASBSU proposed adding a Campus
tivity Center fee to build a $13 million,
-foot recreation center on campus.
calls for a $17 fee for full-time students
hich would be reduced to $16 for full-
-98, .1998-99 and 1999~2000. Part-time
d pay $150 per credit hour during these
rasting BSU's poor facilities with other
similar size, Jensen claimed that the recre-
.ould.reduce the number of BSU students .
other schools .'
n: "The Recreational Center can only
itment and aid in the retention of a bright
dent population."
that since 198O-the year theuniversity "
the: Pavilion;;':':"student enrollment has
percent. Use at tlte ~nent facility has
from 60,000 in 19:91..to 133,00Q in 1994.
on facilities '3t other institutions ofBsU's
rthwest average 116,200 square feet. BSU
RECREAfION ACfIVI1Y FEE
A proposal was presented to increase the Recreation
Activity Fee by $8 per semester for full-time students
and 80 cents per credit hour for part-time and summer
students.
The increase would bring in three additional full-time
employees to oversee intramurals and recreation pro-
grams. The programs are currently supervised by just
1.25 full-time employees.
"Recreation programs suffer from a lack of profes-
sional support," said Recreation Director Kevin Israel.
No testimony was given against the proposal.
COMPUfERIZED SfODENf' SUPPORT SYSfEMS
FEE
Buster Neel, BSU Vice President for Financial
Affairs, presented a proposal to increase the
Computerized Student Support Systems Fee by $4 per
semester for full-time students and 50 cents per credit
hour for part-time and summer students.
The need for networking is the primary reason Neel
said the increase is necessary.
I NfERCOLLEGIAfE AfHLEfICS FEE
Intercollegiate Athletics Director Gene Bleymaier
proposed an increase to the Intercollegiate Athletics Fee
of $350 per semester for full-time students and 75 cents
per credit hour for part-time students.
A $350 increase was approved for athletics last year,
but another $350 increase is still needed due to the fact
that the cost of an athletic scholarship has risen $2,000
over the past 10 years, Bleymaier said. The increase is
needed also because Title 9 requires the university to add
money to existing women's sports and add additional
women's sports. Athletics is also facing higher travel
costs next academic year due to the move to the Big
W«:st Conference.
While several student-athletes testified i~ favor of the
increase, the lone ASBSU Sen. David. Sneddon spoke
out against the fee Increase proposal, saying there were
still too many unanswered questions. regarding how the
department's money is spent and what revenue will be
generated by the conference move.
ASBSUdoes. more than furid~t organi~ions.
Nielso.n said. ASBSU provides. stude~~ with a lawyer
who gives free consultations for 10 hours each week and .
a VOJijnteeTSetv-rcesBOarawmCO-cOOfibnateScommilli"--
" ty service oppdrtunities; ASBSU also provides students
with opportunities to serve on 50 standing committees,
said Nielson.
No testimony was given against the proposal.
COONSEUNG AND fESlING CENfER
"Students would like more services than they are get-
ting,". said Dr. Jim Nicholson, director of the Counseling
Center.
The center is asking for increases of $1 per semester
for full-time students and 10 cents per credit hour for
part-time and summer students in an effort to' bring more
services, more counselors and better hours to students
next year.
Further testimony was provided by Valerie Potter and
Connie Walcott, shidents in the nursing program. Potter.
and Walcott conducted a 300-studeot survey on mental
health. The survey revealed that more students would
utilize the Counseling and Testing Center if its hours and
staff were more accessible. Currently, BSU has only
three licensed professional counselors. The national aver-
age is one counselor for every 1,700 students.
Further approval was added by the ASBSU Senate.
No one testified against the proposed fee increase.
CANYON COONfY CENfER
By far the largest single fee increase proposal, one of
$172 dollars per semester Was proposed for the Canyon
County satellite campus.
"Currently Canyon County students are paying con-
siderably less but are not afforded the same privileges as
regular BSU students," said campus Dean Tom
MacGregor. .
Students at the Canyon County center have not had to
pay the same fees as students at the main campus. The
fee increase would add to the Canyon County student fee
structure $114.50 in fees which students on the main
campus also pay. These include fees for ASBSU,
Student Programs Board, BSU Radio, The Arbiter,
Theatre Arts, Marching Band, Student ID System,
Intercollegiate Athletics, Alumni Activities, Scholarship
Fee, Computer Lab Fee and Student Support System
Fee.
The $172 increase will effect students at both cam-
puses and is necessary, in part, for maintenance and
growth of the Canyon County campus. The satellite cam- "
pus needs the new revenue because the Nampa School
.District, which had shared the facility for housing its
alternative school, did not renew its contract and will pull
the school and its money out of the Canyon Countyfacil-
ity.
The fee increase would.give Canyon County students
access to all Boise facilities except for the Student Health
Services and the proposed recreation center. They will
also now be able to get student tickets to collegiate sport-
ingevents. .
No one testified against the proposal.
S10DENf' RESIDENf'IAL UFE
Students who move into the residence halls next acad-
emic' year could pay 3.5 percent more for room and
board. Continuing residents would be rebatedhalfof the
increase each semester. .
"(It's) the first increase in two years," said Dick
McKinnon, director of Student Residential Life.
The increase would compensate for the increases in
staff wages and higher cost of maintenance for the build-
ings.The residence halls will be able to house 9"74 stu- .
dents next year. ..
.No one testified against the proposal.
SCHOLARSHIP FEE
ASBSUAClIVIfY FEE No one Was present at .the fee increase hearingsJo
ASBSU Sen. David Nielson presented a proposal to speak on the pro~scholarship.fee. increase; even as
increase the ASBSU Activity Fee by $3 per semester for " talk on the proposal. was pUShed, back twice, The pro-
fuU~imestudents and $1.05 per credit hour forpart-time posedinc::rease would be $1 per semester for full-time
students. . . students. . . . ." ". ,-
- ~ - . --~ --"-- -- "
The focus of the 5th annual spring
conference of the College of Social
Sciences and Public Affairson April 2-4
will be "Ecopsychology: The
Interconnectedness of Humans and the
Environment."
The conference will focus on the rela-
tionship between humans and the envi-
ronment. The conference, organized by
students, will approach this relationship
using psychology, sociology, philoso-
phy, ecology, physics and other disci-
plines.
The goal of the conference is to create
an academic platform, as multi-discipli-
nary as possible, in which students, fac-
ulty and community members can both
share and learn about the interconnected-
ness of humans and the environment.
The topic of ecopsychology was cho-
sen primarily because humans are at crit-
ical juncture in the history of the human
race. Multi-culturalism, diversity and the
• global economy have drastically changed
the world. Technology has grown expo-
nentially and so has humans' understand-
ing of the implications of their actions.
The conference organizers believe that
everyone should have the opportunity to
be exposed to a discipline which is rele-
vant now more than ever. .
Faculty and student speakers were
invited from Boise State University.
Community members andfacuIty and
students from universities throughout the
region were also invited to speak. Calls
for papers were sent to 40 universities in
Washington, Idaho, Oregon, Nevada and
Montana. .
APRIL2
,;~~~;,~:!'~~~~;~JU~~!,~t0t'~f.!f.j
a.m, -'- "Western Culture and
the Environment: Earth First! Meets
Cowboy Bob" presented by BSU stu-
dent Dan Skinner. This presentation will
explore the historical roots of life in the
Northern Rockies, the individual's strug-
gle for survival before urbanization and
the collection of the major parts. of our
state into federal land. We will investi-
gate the magnitude of mining, logging,
ranching and water quality issues affect-
ing the health of our region.
10:15 a.m. - "Nature, Culture and
Individual: Partners In Self-
Actualization" presented by Matthew
Shapiro of Coevolution Southern Idaho.
Shapiro will discuss self-actualization,
which refers to the development of our
inherent potentials and our remaining or
becoming "truly human."
11 :05 a.m. - "Communicating
About the INEL Environment" pre-
sented by Donny Roush, a communica-
tions specialist with the Environmental
Science and Research Fqundation. The
overwhelming perception of the U.S.
Department of Energy as the nation's
nuclear weapons maker clouds DEO's
important role as a major natural
resource agency. Roushwill explain that
INEL is actually an outstanding example
of the sagebrush-steppe biome and
provider of habitat for more than 270
vertebrate species.
noon-Lunch
1 p.m. - "Straw Bale Construction:
A Sustainable System For Ownership"
presented by Ann Edminster, a
California-based alternative architect.
This presentation focuses on the aspects
of straw bale construction that contribute
to its appeal as an ecologically sound
building system which both fosters true
psychological "ownership" of straw bale
homes by their owners and makes home
ownership an attainable goal.
2:05 p.rn. - "Spiritual Traditions
and Mythologies" by Daniel Bolster, a
student at Boise State University. Using
35mm slides and text, he will share the
beauty that our spiritual ancestors found
in their walk upon the Earth.
inner wilderness.
APRILJ
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9:30 a.m, - Opening Address by
BSU President Charles Ruch.
9:40 a.rn. - "Society and the
Environment" presented by Liisa
Itkonen, an environmental planner for
the Idaho Division of Environmental
Quality. itkonen will utilize environmen-
tal sociology to examine where our soci-
ety is in relationship with the environ-
ment as well as what direction might be
most advantageous for both the environ-
ment and individuals. Itkonen will also
examine what role the environment plays
in the creation and evolution of society.
10:40 a.m, - "Shamanism: One
Culture's Ability to Connect" present-
ed by Adrienne Elam, a registered nurse
who has practiced both traditional Native
American medicine in conjunctft>f\·with
scientific medicine at home and abroad.
Elam will explore the myth and rituals of
Shamanism and their relationship with
the environment.
11 a.m.·-,- "Eastern Religion and
the Environment." Daniel Bolster will
show how dominant eastern religions
such as Hinduism," Taoism and
Buddhism create a relationship between
their members and the environment and
explain what role environment plays in
3:15 p.m. - "Warrior's Way:
Science and The New Conservative
Movement" by Don Smith, Alliance for
the Wild Rockies. This presentation will
address the relationship between eco-
activism and psychological health. The
discussion will center around bridging
the unconscious with the conscious by ECO
way of wilderness defense and the ,-------...;..----:----=
wilderness experience, including one's continued to page 8
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Idaho sheep tag sets record to Karen Steen hoff of the National
A record amount paid for an Idaho . Biological Service, milder winter weather
b~hom tog wJ1lhelp pay for reseanh and probab~ accounted for the eagles being
population work with wild sheep. more dispersed this year.
Colorado sheep hunter Gory Hansen The breeding population in Idaho can-
paid 5101,000 for the one bighorn tog tinues to increase and expand its range. In
Idaho contributes each year to the 1995, eagles occupied 77 territories in
Foundation for North American Wild Idaho, seven times more tban the 11
Sheep's auction. The Idaho chapter of recorded territories recorded in 1m when
. FNAWSwas instrumental in creating the monnoring began.
state law that allows one bighorn tag to be Bald eagle numbers had declined
sold at auction each year. The auction is an steadi~ since the colonization of America
important fundraiser for the sheep conser· because of habitat loss, harassment and
... ~~~io~:~;;n~a:~d~::;~~;'~~~:[1~ ·····~~a~Z:n=~~~~~~~io~~
. North America. Money derived from the tag Fish and Wildlife Service in 1974. State,
aUdion goes directly to trap, transplant, federal and private organizations worked
reseanh, manage and monilor sheep. for an eagle comeback throughout the
Tags are offered for bid by 13 states, Iower-48 states, but reslricled pesticide use
the Navajo Nation and Alberta. The Arizona is uediled as the key to improved numbers.
tog brought the highest price at 5285,000, The bald eagle's status was upgraded
Mantana's brought 5220,000 and Alberta's from endangered to threatened on Aug. 11,
raised 5200,000. The California desert 1995. The species remains protected under
bighorn tog also sold for 5101,000, and the the Endangered species Act, but biologists
NewMexko tao-good for eilher a Rocky expect a complete delisting in the future.
Mountain or a desert bighorn-sold for
SI00,000.
Since Idaho sheep togs have been
donated to the aUdion, beginning in 1988,
. amounts paid have varied wide~ berween a
lowof 525,000 to this year's record bid.
Good news for eagles
(ounters found 885 bold eagles during
this year's midwinter survey across Idaho.
The number was down slight~ from last
yeor's count of 906 bold eagles. According
Zoo Boise welcomes spring and
a baby capuchin
Spring is just around the corner, and
Zoo Boise is gearing up for visitors. Zoo
improvements begun last Ju~ are almost
complete. Final touches still remain for the
Jack and Esther Simplot Education BUilding
and gift shop, but the new gate, restroom
and concessions are ready for business.
*Come down and see our new young
primate, a While·fronted Capuchin,"
zookeeper David Wayne says. *Capuchins
inhabit Central and South America and
weigh between four and five pounds when
fully grown.*The primate is one manth old.
Wayne nates that spring is a good ti~e
of year to view zoo onimak because ii's
cool enough for them to be active.
To encourage zoo visilors to spend an
aftemoon with the animak, zoo concessions
will be open for weekends, beginning
Saturday, Manh 9. Concessionswillbe open
all week starting Marth 25. .
Zoo Boise is open dai~ from 10 a.m.
. u.!!til.Ip:"!. Call 381-4260 for mare infor·
mation.
Ultimate Zoo Experience make
for Spring-Break fun .
Zoo Boise has a great time in slore for
youth looking for some Spring·Break fun.
Enrollment Is in progress for the Ultimate
. Zoo Experience, March 25 through March
.28.
The four days give participants a
behind·the-scenes view of Ihe zoo. This
spring, students will work with the Coati
Mundi, Raccoon, Beaver, Oller and Big
Horn Sheep exhibits.
Two sections are 'offered. Junior high
students can s~n up for the 9 a.m. to noon
class, and senior high students can s~n up
for the 1 to 4 p.m. session. Fees for resl-
dents are 525; non- resident fees are
532.50. Call 384-4486 for more lnlermo-
tion.
Controlled bum will benefit elk
State and federal ogendes are planning
to burn near~ 2,000 acres of elk winter
range north of the town of Banks in an
effort to reduce wildfire hazards and
improve the areo for wintering elk. The con-
trolled bum project will be conducted some-
time in early spring when conditions
become favoroble.
Controlled burning is one of the man·
agement took used by. agencies to reduce
the danger of wildfire lind improve growth
and nutrient content of desirable big game
browse species.
"Several fadors, including wind speed,
wind direction, relative humidity, tempero·
ture and fuel maisture ere mannored prior
to burning," said Jerry Scholten, Idaho
Department of Fish and Game's regional
habnat biologist. Scholten anticipates that
bum conditions will be favorable during late
March or eo~ Apnf
The cooperative effort brings together
numerous land and wildlife management
agencies and groups. The IDFG, Idaho
Department of Lands, US Bureau of Land
Management, US Forest Service, Rocky
Mountain Elk Foundation and a private
landowner are all involved in the project.
For further information regarding the
controlled burn project, contact the Idaho
Department of Lands, Southwest Area
office, in Boiseat 334.~88.
Whirling disease fadors stud-
ied ~ found in 70 pertent or more of fish.
The best tieatment for whirhng disease Several enviranmental factors seem to
in rainbow-trout may be the one iI is getting inRuence the presence of the disease and
right now-o heavy dose of springtime the patential for signifkant fish losses:
runoff. -Nearly all sites with population
Idaho Department of Fish and Game impacts are highly productiv&-ll1Ol'e than
research manager AI Von Vooren said 300 paunds of fish per acre. Idaho's mast
whirling disease in trout is beller under· productive wafers, includil,lg Henry's Fork,
stood now than iI was when famous trout . Silver Creek, the Big Wood River and the
streams including the Madison River were B~ Lost River, fall short of this level of pra-
hit a couple of years ago. Van Vooren ductivity.
recent~ auended an international confer· . -Most sites with significant impacts
ence on the disease. Fisheries scientists from have brown trout. Brown trout are resista/lt
around-lhe country and from Europe and _ to the disease,makingJhem D.IeserYaidor~_.
New Zealand shored research during the the pathogen. Rainbows are nat as goad a
conference. host fllr the pathogen because iI kilk them,
IDFGfisheries research biologist Steve taking them out of the organism's life cyde
E1lehas been heading up efforts to invesli- ear~.
gate whirling disease in Idaho. Ellewarked -The majority of diseas6 siles are on
with IDFGpathologists last year to get infor· Iowllradient streams.
matian on how wide~ the whirhng disease -Most disease siles hove been altered
pathogen is distributed in Idaho. Elle will or enriched by human activilies, including
continue that wark, plus focus new efforts construction of shallow, high~ productive
on seeing if there have been any population reservoirs.
impacts in Idaho trout. A b~ factor is Rushing Rows of wafer.
Van Vooren describe the organism The most seriously impacted waters are
(Myxosoma cerebra/us) as something like a found below dams that hold bock sudden
tiny Pac Man that eats away at the soft spring Rows. Holding water bock seems to
skeleton of young fish before their bones allow the hast warms to build up. Idaho and
harden. The fish's spine may be deformed the rest of the Wesrs recent spell of drought
and its skull chewed until its nervous system may well have made the problem worse.
is affected. When the fish dies, the organism Larger flows last spring and those expected
sends out spores through the water that this spring may help to slow the disease sig·
toke up residence in tubifex worms that live nifKant~.
in mud. When the organism matures Idaho researchers will be looking this
enough, i1leoves the worm in search of a year for new d~ase siles as well as ecolagi-
new host, a young fish. Many of these cal variables and new methods for studying
organisms link together to drift like a net the problem. Idaho fisheries managers
the fish cannot escape. intend to push for a coordinated nationwide
The disease has been blamed for neo~ effort to gather information and try to pre·
wiping out young rainbow trout in port of diet outbreaks.
the Madison River and several famous
streams in Colorado. The disease pathogen Three boat accesses added on
wos found Iosl year in the older port of the Salmon River
Hayspur hatchery in south-eentralldaho. Just in time for spring steelhead fishing,
IDFGdestroyed the fish and the pond rhey three baat access points along the Salman
inhabited there in an effort to stem the River belween Riggins and Whilebird have
spread of the disease. been improved.
Amang the paints raised by reseanhers Idaho Department of Fish and Game
at the conference were the following: engineers recent~ completed improvements
-Misuse of terms has led to confusion; at Lightning Creek, Stanton and Campbells
references to the presence of whirling *dis· Flat to moke launching boots easier. Anglers
ease" really refer to the pathogen that and ather booters were already using the
causes the disease. Fish at some siles may areas but hod trouble with steep grodes and
have the pothogen but have no *diseose" slippery banks.
(no distress or die-off is seen). The launch areas now have concrete
-Most eastern states, as well as boat ramps, grades hove been reduced and
California and Nevada, found infected fish approoches are graveled. Parking remains
as ea~ as the 19505 and 19605, but none hmned at a couple of the occess points, but
have last fish populations in the wild. The vehkles and troilers can be parked nearby.
pathogen is na Ianger seen in some of these The engineers are wailing for lower flows to
states. Other western states, including extend the conuete romps further into the
Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Oregonr Utah river.
and Colorado, found the pathogen in the The siles were developed on Idaho
late 1980s or thereafter. Significant fish Department of Transportation properties
losses are allributed to the disease in using funds derivedfrorn steelhead tog
Colorado and Montana. - soles. The Transportation Department aided
-Where the pathogen is found in 35 in the project nat on~ by allowing use of its
percent or less of a trout populolion, symp· properties but also expedning the permits
toms generol~ do not appear. Where popu- necessary for conslruclion.
lotion impocts have occurred, the pathogen
l{H - • - - - .' •
"If the department is good to their word, the schools
can start awarding money after April 1, and there
won't be any delays on BSU's part," Kelly said.
In other financial-aid news, BSU's Financial Aid
Services has added another experimental change to its
policy. The new provision says that students who have
already been awarded federal financial aid and also
later receive more financial moneys awarded elsewhere
will not be denied the amount- first promised by the
federal government. So if a student is promised a cer-
tain amount after submitting the FAFSA and later
receives a scholarship, the Financial Aid Department
will not cut back on what the student will get from the
federal government. Kelly said this is made possible
because of the increased cost of loan fees.
Financial Aid Services has also decided that it will
keep the loan counseling policy. BSU was authorized
by the feds to eliminate the loan counseling, but Kelly
said that counseling is necessary before taking out a
student loan and after the student graduates from the
university.
"We like our low [payback] default rate and would
like to keep it there," Kelly said.
BARBnIl
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Processing problems cause delay
for next fall's federal financial aid
Application for Federal Student Aid forms. This year
the federal Department of Education hired a new ven-
dor, where all Idaho applications were sent for process-
BSU students who rely on federal financial aid to ing, The computer problems arose after the federal
attend school may have to postpone enrollment deci- government shut downs, which were a result of failed
sions or wait out the delay budget negotiations and snow storms in Washington
to receive their aid for the D.C. in December and January. Along with govern-
1996-97 school year. ment shut downs, the Department of Education's newly
An article published in .employed vendor has to adapt to processing the new
The New York Times on single scanable document in the FAFSA packets. These
March 5 stated that the problems resulted in a three-week setback in the pro-
Federal Department of cessing schedule, which back-logged nearly 1.5 million
Education, which process- applications.
es applications for more BSU has received only about one-fourth of the
than $32 billion in student processed applications they normally receive by this
aid each year, has run into time.
computer problems that The Department of Education has requested that
have delayed more than a processing staff work around the clock to get back on
million applications. schedule. It hopes to have all the applications received
BSU Financial Aid lois Kelly by March 1 returned to the appropriate schools by
Director Lois Kelly said April 1. In order to get back on schedule" they will
that every three years or so the federal government puts have to have everything received by March 31 and
out new contracts to vendors who process the Free· processed by April 15.
Staff Writer
Masculinity and Human/Environmental Violence" -
Dr. Marie Hoff, an associate professor of social welfare
policy and community organization in the School of
Social Work at Boise State University. This presenta-
tion will explore a controversial hypothesis in the envi-
ronmental movement, namely that there is a distinctly
feminist approach to ecological concerns.
continued from page 6
spirituality.
11 :30 a.m. - Lunch
4:20 p.m. - "Heterotrophic Bacterial Resistance
To Heavy Metals In Mine Water" presented by Troy
DeMasters of Boise State University. This presentation
will examine a study conducted on a pond ecosystem
and how it has been disrupted due to metal ore mining.
12:30 p.m. - "Rethinking The Endangered
Species Act" is a panel discussion with Mark L. Pollet
Esq., director of the Stewards of the, Range
Constitutional Law Center; John Freemuth, an associate
professor of political science and public administration
at Boise State University; Ted Hoffman, who practices
veterinary medicine and raises cattle in Idaho; D.
Bernard Zaleha, who practices environmental law at
Zahleha Law Office; and Pat Ford, an Idaho conserva-
tionist
6 p.m, ---, "Teacher Workshop: Integrating
Education and Environmental Understanding
Environmental Education" with Michael J. Cohen.
The workshop is designed for K-12 educators,
APRIL4
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2:40 p.m, - "The Environment As Generalized
Other: Using Deep Ecology and Symbolic
Interactionalism In Understanding Human-
Environment Relationships" by Stephen Zavestoski,
Washington State University. This presentation links
social philosopher George Herbert Mead's concept of
generalized other with a deep ecological perspective
that draws no physical distinction between humans and
the environment.
9 a.rn. - Opening Address by Bethene Church.
9:15 a.m. - "Industry andSoclal Responsibility"
panel discussion will discuss the responsibility industry
has to the environment. Panelists include Rick Johnson
executive director of the Idaho Conservation League;
W. David Eberle, a visiting assistant professor of eco-
nomics at Boise State University; Bill Wall, a wildlife
biologist with Potlatch Corporation in Pocatello.
2:40 p.rn. - "Environmental Psychology: The
Impact of the Built World." Ann Edminster will
explore the psychological characteristics in humans
caused by the built and natural environment. Edminster
will also examine the possibility that humans are con-
structing environments which are not conducive to a
healthy degree of self-consciousness.
10 a.m. - "Western Culture and the Role of the
Individual." Dave Skinner will examine the develop-
ment of the individual's role concerning the environ-
ment. Skinner will present alternatives which could be
adopted by society to allow for a more, healthy relation-
ship with the environment. '
3:10 p.m, - "Financial Reporting of
Environmental Matters in Securities and Exchange
Commission Documents" presented by Zeke Sarikas
of Boise State University. This presentationwill review
recent developments in the financial reporting and dis-
closure of environmentai matters.
10:40 a.m. - "Christianity and the En~ironment:
Conflicting Perspectives" debate will explore two pos-
sible interpretations of the role of Christianity in the
environmental movement. The two speakers a~e Bryan
Fischer, founding pastor of Community Church of the
Valley and a religion columnist for the Idaho
Statesman, and Mark Davis, the Pastor of the First3:40 p.rn, - "Ecofemlnism: An Examination of
Presbyterian Church in Boise.
11:30 a.rn. - Lunch
12:30 p.m.' - "Splnoza, Pantheism and
Environmentalism" panel discussion led by Joseph
Keirn-Campbell, philosophy department professor.
Panel members are Janet Howard, Andy Lloyd, Mall
Lister, Mowbray Davidson and John Parashos. Benedict
de Spinoza (1632-1677) is an anomaly in the history of
Western thought. Spinoza believed that the world is one
single substance, which healternatlvely called both
"God" and "Nature."
2 p.m. - "Ecology, Humanism and Education" -
John Welsh of Boise State University. This presentation
criticizes an ecological model for society, specifically
as such a model is employed in public education.
2:30 p.m, - "Systems Theory/Ecosystem" work-
shop with Roger Harrison of Antioch University,
Seattle. Harrison is widely acknowledged as a pioneer
practitioner in the field of organization development.
This session will invite participants to explore and
experience interdependence and connectedness among
the events and entities that make up our world.
3:15 p.m."The Environment· and sar-
Actualization." Matthew Shapiro will explore the role
the environment plays in an individual's self-actualiza-
tion. The presentation will give a multi-cultural analysis
of societies that integrate the environment with self-
, actualization.
7 p.m, - "Reconnecting With Nature Through
Applied Ecopsychology: Reverse. Personal, Social
;ond Environmental Disorders" keynote speech by
,Michael 1. Cohen, founder of Project Nature Connect
and an applied ecopsychologist for more than 30 years.
Cohen is currently an adjunct facuIty member at
Applied Ecopsychology Greenwich University, Hawaii.
He. has lived outdoors almost continuously since 1959.
ThIS presentation will examine how ourdogmatic sepa-
ration fromthe natural creation process includes much
of our stress, disorders and apathy.
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Men capturefirst.in home tournament
';Meet determines No.4 team regionally
and Ben Davidson and Steve
Vozeh at No.3 came close
but couldn't quit grab the
victories at 8·5, 8-6 respec-
tively.
"We've got doubles trou-
bles," Patton said. "The
funny thing is we have one
of the best doubles teams in
the country. I just have to
match different dance part-
ners."
Going into singles, Boise
State needed fourof the six
match-ups to take the tour-
nament and the regional
ranking; UTEP needed only
three.
"It was like Idaho Jones
flung into the snake pit and
we had to get out," Patton
said. "Instead of watching an
Indiana Jones adventure and .
always trying to escape these
dilemmas, I would rather
have a nice, romantic, fami-
ly, Steve Martin movie with
not too many predicaments
and we just come out
smelling like a rose at the
end:"
With some close calls and
towel twisting emotions, all
but one Bronco snatched a
victory from the Cowboys.
Vozeh lost a 6-3, 6-2 match-
up to UTEP'sJose Lopez.
The victory gives Boise
State the NCAA bid they
needed at fourth regionally.
Only four teams from a
region go to the NCAA tour-
nament. Asof now, those
four would be Boise State,
Utah, New Mexico and
Fresno State.
"It's a little bit nerve
racking when you consider
what was at stake," Patton
said. "I consider that win one
of the most important wins
for our program this year."
A Boise State win against -
Fresno State on March 27
could throw the team into the
top 20 ranking.
On April 6, the men host
Utah; a team that took a 3-4 .
victory over them earlier in
the season. A win against
Utah gives BSU the
JOHNTONf/THEAlIBITU . region third ranking; a loss
RyanThonpsoncompetes in singles competition for BoiseSfate. li, could keep them at No.4 ...
Sports Editor
the match-up aside from two
matches that were given to .
LCSC by default.
With Diaz and Polonyi
back in the line-up, the
Friday match-up with
Brigham Young proved to be
less nerve-racking.
Diaz and Polonyi proved
their national ranking by
handily. defeating Boris
Bosnjakovic and Manuel
Calvo 8-1.
The final, determining
first place match of the tour-
nament for Boise State
against the University of
Texas at El Paso held the
most importance for the
Bronco men's tennis team.
The two teams were jockey-
ing for the fourth seated team
in the region position.
The match started looking
like a UTEP victory after the
doubles competition was
over. Diaz/Polonyi sat in at
No.1 and claimed the only
Boise State victory for the
team, 8-4. Jason Anderson
and Ryan Thompson at No.2
It's only natural for a
school that hosts a tourna-
ment to come out in the first
place position but last week-
end was anything but natural
for the men's tennis team.
BSU hosted the US West
Cellular Intercollegiate
Classic inviting eight teams
to compete in the three-day
,competition.
Boise State's first match
of the weekend against Lewis
and Clark State turned out to
be a butterfly-in-the-stomach
experience. The Broncos
were competing with three of
their top players out due to
various reasons (Ernesto
Diaz, Albin Polonyi and
Rickard Strom). Atthe last
minute, Head Coach Greg
Patton was running all over
campus trying to get his man-
ager eligible to play to no
avail.
The 5-member squad
pulled off a victory sweeping JOHN TOHE/ritE AlIBlrER
BSU'sDavidDaalgard in singles compefitionagalnstBrlgham YoungU.
·10 SI'Of(S tvEDNESDAtMAlCll20,l'" ""~M"'"
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Sports Writer
The Bronco gymnasts team is resting
'up for their final home meet after two
exhaustive competitions on the road.
Last Friday, the Broncos finished
third in the Husky Classicbehind teams
from the University of Arizona and the
University of Washington.
Led by freshman Carrie Roelofs and
senior Leslie Mott, the Broncos contin-
ued their season of record breaking per-
formances.
On the uneven bars, Mott swung her
way into the record books, tying former
Bronco Julie Wagner's school record of
9.9. .
Moments later, on the same event,
Carrie Roelofs competed with her usual
consistency to earn a 9.95, shattering the
record Mott had just tied.
Roelofs and Mott finished first and
second on the uneven bars, setting the
pace for other strong Bronco perfor-
mances;
Roelofs captured second in the all-
around with a personal best of 39.075.
She went on to claim third on the vault
and sixth on the floor exercise.
Roelofs was the top scorer for the
Broncos
on each
event
except the
balance
beam.·
Junior
Amy
Hannasch
was the
. top finish- -
er there
with a
9.65.
On Saturday night, the Broncos trav-
eled to Seattle to face the Seattle Pacific
Falcons in.a dual meet.
The Broncos won the meet,despite
some less than perfect performances.
"We had a disastrous vault set," Head
Coach Yvonne 'Sam' Sandmiresaid.
"We weren't super consistent on bars."
Sandmire said the one event the
Broncos have always counted on hitting
was the vault. When their bread and but-
ter event failed them, their hopes-of win-
ning the meet relied on their nemesis, the
balance beam. Each gymnast rose to the
challenge and hit her balance beam rou-
Carrie Roelofs
tine; enabling the Broncos to pull off the Sandmire questioning whether the
victory. Broncos will earn a trip to the _
The Broncos were once again led by Regicinals .:
the dynamic duo of Roelofs and Mott, "I'm not totally relaxed about qualify-
but emerging stars were on the horizon. ing to regionals anymore," Sandmire
Junior Meghan Filmore upgraded her said. "I'm still waiting for us to put four'
difficult yon the floor exercise by adding events together."
a second double back somersault, earn- A trip to regionals requires the
. ing a 9.n5. Freshman Diana Loosli, Broncos to place in the top sevenof their
known for her impeccable form, turned conference. Currently, they are ranked
in some sixth.
outstand- Sandmire said the teams below them
ing perfor- in the ranking are peaking and putting
mances, some pressure on tbem, forcing them to
earnJnKa, .. ".' rt:r,n~i;~.~n~istent and.earn higher scores.
9.8·on the "We necifto doiq;erfecfmeet,-mean-
bars and· ing we don't count a fall," Sandmire
floor exer- said.
cise. For Sandmire and the Broncos, the'
"I was time is at hand. There is nothing she
pretty would like more than for the team to hit
excited all their routines against Utah State and
because I pull off the upset in the final home m-eet.
Leslie Matt started off The Broncos face Big West rival Utah
the year a .State this Friday in the Pavilion at 7 p.m.
little slow," Loosli said. "My goal is to in the Chili's Senior Finale.
compete all-around." Sandmire predictS the competition
While she is still proud of her team will be "a. dogfight" and encourages stu-
and considers them the best she has had dents to come and support their team in
to date,the weekend's scores have left the final home meet of the season.
Home meet to mark an end for Mott
Sports Witter
This Friday marks the end of an era in Bronco gym-
nastics as the grand dame of the team, Leslie Mott, will
compete for the last time in the Pavilion in the final
home meet of the season.
Mott has enjoyed a stellar career in gymnastics as i
Bronco. It has span five years, three knee surgeries,
three years as team captain, and two individual school
records.
. . JOHHTllHVTHfADm.
leslie Mottis the 01l1Y senior on this yeor's gymnastics
squad.
oJ
Mott began her gymnastics career at Boise State in a real no nonsense gymnast. Everyone has a lot of
199L Burnt out from a lifetime of participation in the respect for her." -
sport, she was relieved when an injury to a ligament Sandmire said that the team will miss her presence
forced her to stop competing for a year. in the gym and in competition.
During that year, Mott's desire to compete returned "She is consistently strong on all three of her
and she once again donned the blue leotard and stem events," Sandmire said. "Every time she goes out there
face of a competitor. Her ambition was halted by a sec- you expect her to score at least a 9.7. That's phenome-
ond injury to the same ligament. nal."
Driven, Mott continued to work on her strength so For Molt, her departure will be bitter sweet.
she could resume her role as a fierce competitor. After "I think I'll be sad, but I'll be happy, too,"-Mott
a third injury, ~ott finally achieved this goal. said. "I'm going out on a high note."
Mott sees this year as her best for many reasons. Earlier this season, Mott shattered the school record
She said it is the first year she has been 100 percent on the balance beam with a 9.875, breaking the previ-
healthy and focused, and because she has gained many ous record shared by her and former Bronco Julie
new friends. Wagner.
''111e people I came in with, they're all done with Although she will miss her teammates, MOtt said she
_gymnastics," Mott said. "I've made a lot of new will miss competing, more. -
friends this year." As one aspect of her life comes to a close,anptlJeris
Mott said that leaving the team will be one of the just beginning.
hardest parts of retiring from gymnastics. Mott will graduate this May with a Bachelor of Arts
"The team is like a family. I'll miss hanging around in Health Science, with a minor in Business.
with thein," she said. "There's always somebody there Her graduation holds special significance for
to make you laugh, or make you feel better." Sandmire and the entire gymnastics team. Over a six
Molt has been a leader on the team for three years, year period, the team has a graduation rate of 100 per-
setting examples for the younger gymnasts, and keep- cent, and over a five year span, they boast the highest
ing the communication lines between coaches and ath- graduation percentage of any team oft campus.
letes open. Molt quickly realized that along with the Mott plans on remaining in the-Boise area and
leadership came misconceptions from the her team- enrolling in the Radiology program pending accep-
mates. tance.
"For a long .tim7 e~erybod! saw me as b~ing this _:.: . As for gymnastics, there's not much out there aftermean person, like, things we~e done a certain way and,i:! .~Hege, but Molt hinted that she may participate in the
they had to be done that way, and 'rules had to be fol- Alumni meets, depending on what shape she is in at the
lowed.'" ., .... time, ..'
. Ona.frien~ly team, with positi~e coaches, this "-i',' ~~,:She exits the sport giving credit to the people who
impression seized and Mott was viewed as a friend, ~nd.:-:._havesupported and encouraged her along the way.
mentor. . . . ., .. "I would like to tell my family 'thanks for support-
She said It ISsometimes easier for the girls to talk to .,ing me,'" she said. "Thanks to the coaches for being so
her, rather than to the coaches because she is experienc- great."
ingthe same things they are. Fans can catch Mott in action one last time as she
. Head Coach Yvonne 'Sam' Sandmire said that Mott leads the Bronco's crusade against longtime rival, the
Isa"great role model for the other gy,:"n~ts. Utah State University Aggies, on Feb; 23 atJT p.m. in
She teaches by example," Sandmire said. "She is the Pavilion.
sII
The Boise State men's golf team put itself in a
deep rut by shooting a 313 in the first round 'of the
1996 Oregon Duck Invitational on March 11. The
-Broncos were unable torecover from the first day of
competition, finishing ,15th of 15 teams as the
University of Oregon tournament concluded on
March 12.
After a fall season which saw the Bronco men
capture the Big Sky title, this spring has started out
in dissapointment. The Duck Invitational marked the
team's second spring meet and in six total rounds so
"'r '"Jar Ihis.spring"BSU:has.iailed to shoot a sub-300
round as a team. Last fall, the Broncos shot below
300 in nine of the team's 15 rounds. This spring has
also seen Boise Slate endure back-to-back last place
finishes, as the team finished 19th of 19 teams at the
Aldila Collegiate Golf Classic in San Diego, Calif
on March 4-5.
The competition level has increased during the
spring season, however, as the Duck Invitational
featured numerous Pac-l0 Conference teams and
several Big West and Western Athletic Schools. San
Jose State captured the Duck Invitational team title
with a one-hole playoff win over Oregon State.
Individual honors went to Brett Bingham of Nevada,
who shot a 54~hole score of 209 (-7). Boise State -
was paced by freshman Jarrod Waroer andjunior
T.J.Gomez. Both shot three round totals of 226
(+10) to tie for 45th place.
Thp.Five Individuals/Bronco Golfers-"
1. Brett Bingham, Nevada, 67·70-72-209;
2. Justin Miller, Washington,71.70·70- -
211; 3. (tie) Herbet·Forster, Pacific;·71·69.
72-212; Anon Oberholser, San Jose State,
69:-71.72-212; 5~Ryan Kelly, OSU Orange,
68·73·7~214; 45. (tie)Jarron Warner,
BSU, 77·75·74-226; TJ. Gomez,BSU, 79·
73·74-226;70. MJ. Goss,BSU, 78·77·7'!--
232; 77.Lance Rieber,BSU, 79.76.79-234;
80.Jeff Brown, BSU, 82·78-83-243.
Taekwondo championships
.hosted by Boise 5tateclub
. ." '
KevinStefanek produdng a kick In BSU's taekwondo pradlce last week.
IO,HH TOHvntE AIIBITER '
ing and punching, holds a philo-
sophlca] view of keeping the
obtained abilities inside the
sport.
''The philosophybt the mar-
tial arts is the bettering of one-
self," said Kevin Steranek,'the
instructor-in-charge of the BSU
taekwondo club; "Some people
get kind of a skewed attitude of '
wanting to beat the other person
10see if.%'~YCan wiltl, , '
Mo;"i%Ln\~fudHls consist of
, control rules to ke~p injuries
, by Michelle Schwend minimal. Stefanek says most
. injuries are to the shins, feet and
arms because of blocking tech-
niques.
"That's (moves such as kick-
ing to the head) a matter of con-
. trol and that comes with prac-
tice," Stefanek said.
The event hosted by theBSU
taekwondo club consists of three
tournaments: the BSU Open, the
state tournament for black helt '
arid above and the junior
olympics for green belt and
- ._. - ;-,--_._:...._~_.._:__ ._._ ..-----.-._-
Team Scores from Duck Invitational-
·1. San Jose State, 295.288-281..;...B64;1.
Oregon State Orange, 284.285·295-864; 3.
Pacific, 293·289·290-872; 4. Oregon State
Black, 294·286·293-874; 5. Washington,
294·291·290-875;6. (tie) Portland State,
292.296·295-883; Nevada, 291·299·293-
883; 8. Brigham Young, 298.294.2!)2..;....884;
9. Washington State, 299.296.290-885; 10.
(tie) Portland, 296.288.304-888; Oregon
Yellow,293·295-300--888; 12. Utah State,
304·292-295-891; 13. California, 299·293·
301~93; 14. Oregon Green, 304·292·298-
894; 15.Boise State, 313·301·304-918.
·Won in one-hole playoff
• '. " . ' ,lOHH1'oIIF,fI1IE .AR~mR
Freshman Lawrence Spear Is Involved In BSU's taekWondo beginning"
doss of the taekwondo dub:" .:';'," '. '
>:' .
above. Six people from the state '
tournament and the junior
olympics will qualify for a
national tournament held in
May. From the national tourna-
ment, competitors will advance
in their weight class to the team
trials; the team trials will qualify
for the US team which will
advance to internati6nal compe-
tition. .
The art of taekwondo was
recognized as an official sport
by the Amateur Athletic Union
ofthe<United States in Oetober '.
of 1974. In 19$8,taekWondQ.,'
was introduced 'ail an exhibition '
sport attheSurnmer biympic
Games held in Seoul, Korea~
Taekwondo wilt .beginits ':'"
fil'llt official year asa fullmedai
sport in the2000Suinmer., "
Olympic Games lrlSydney;'
,Australia;
The tournament.will ~egln '
Saturday morning 8t9:301n the
Jordan Ballrooms, second floor
of the SUB.
'·12·sI'ORrS
Hoopst.rsca,tij'~~
conference awards
APPUCATIONSSOUGHT FOR ARBITER BUSINESS MANAGER
The Arbiter is seeking app~mtions for the pasiIian of busln8ss m~ for Ifl&-i7.
The position requlrescandidotes 10 be fuD.fee.paying students, bath at the lime of
selection and throughout the lime helshe ooids !he position. Candidates are required 10
have a minimum 2.25 wmulative grooe-poinl average althe time of sereman and
throughout the !erm of service.
The position provides a foil ond spring full·fee scholarship pIuS a minimum monthly .
salory of S47S. The term of service runs from June I, 199610 May 31, 1997.
Applications should indude a cover leuer, atleost Iwo leUers of recommendation and
alleosl three references.
The business manoger, in conjunction with the s1udenl-editor, is respomible for the
adminislration of the fiscal operation of The Arbiler. The acwrole accounting of revenue
and expenditures, accounts receivable, capitol and personnel expenses, purchase orders
and other pertinenl financial information orB the responsibility of the business mORager.
The business manager also prepores finoncialforecasrs.
Selection is mode by the BSU Publications Boord. Applications must be submilled 10
Bob Evancho, BSU Office of News Services, E·724, no loler thon 5 p.m., March 29. Lale
applications will nat be accepted. '
Formore informatian, contact Evancho 013B5·1643..··'Irbitel·
Daugherty has seen Schultz
progress in her four years at BSU.
"Michelle Schultz riever even
started ina game until last year,"
Daugherty said. "To go from a
role player on the bench to start-
ing and being the leading scorer
and MVP of the league is tremen-
dous. She really took on a lot of
responsibilities with the team."
Retuming from a serious knee-
'injury one year ago, Bader .'-
showed that her basketball skills
didn't diminish with a one-year
layoff. Bader scored 11 points and
dished off four assists'per game
this year. '
"She came back better than
ever," Daugherty said.
"Especially in the last 12 games
on the season, she was playing the
best she's ever played. For her to
have the courage to come back
and try to playas early as she did
says a lot about her character."
A1ycia Sumlin was named as
the Outstanding Freshman in the
Big Sky. Sumlin earned a starting
guard position after mid-season,
contributing 9 points and two
assists per game.
"I think it was a tremendous
start for her as a freshman,"
Daugherty said. "I know she's
real excited about it and it will be
a great motivator to work really
hard in the off-season and come
back to have an even better
sophomore year."
with his perimeter game is just
going to keep making him a better
and better basketball player."
Wyatt, a junior college transfer
this season, was chosen as the Big
Sky's Newcomer of the Year.
Wyatt lui the Bronco scoring
attack with 12 points per game
and is expected to make a bigger
impact next year.
"I think Joe did a tremendous
'''jo6,'')ensen'S3i'i[ "I think-he'll be
even more consistent next year,
especially if he comes back at the
beginning of the school year in
the best condition of his life."
Gerry Washington was select-
ed as the Outstanding Freshman
in the Big Sky for 1996. A native
ofinglewood, California,
Washington started in 18 games
as point guard filling in for the
injured Steve Shephard.
"We were limited with the loss
of Shepherd," Jensen said. "For
Gerry to step up from basically a
3-man position in high school to a
starting point guard position at the
Division I level was just a tremen-
dous effort on his part."
The Lady Broncos were led by
the senior leadership of Michelle
Schultz and Tricia Bader, who
were named to the women's A11-
Big Sky Conference First team.
Schultz, who was the MVP of
the Big Sky last year, averaged a
league high of 17 points per
game. Head coach June
by David NeIso1I
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
QN'TBEIR WAY TO THE TOR
II you didn' oIgn up for Army ROTC u a freshman or
sophomore, you can still eateh up to your cluamates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge. a paid a1x-week
summer course in leadenhlp training. By the time you've
graduated Cromcollege, you'll have the credentials of im
Army officer. You'll aIao have the cIlaclpline and aelf-
confidence II tabls to succeed in college and beyond.
For detai1a conlact MaJorWanen Willey, BSUROTC,
385-3500 or vlallthe Pavl1lon annex, omce #2307.
I
IRMYROTC
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Looney leads Bronco
effort in Arizona
Wed. Mar 201• No Cover
Soul and Funk
:VELVET JONES
Fri. & Sat. Mar 22111 &23n1 $5.00
VolcanicBlues Sax
Terry Haock & The Soul Rockers
. Formerlywi The Elvin Bishop Bond
included Cormac Smith in the 1,500-meters
with a 3:51.18 time, Marti Arguelles in the
400-meters with a56:31 clocking and Walter
Reed in the 100 and 200-meters with times of
10.56 and 21.52, respectively.
Winners for the Broncos on Friday were
Abigail Ferguson in the triple jump at 39-11
1/2, Mike Brown in his section of the 200-
meters at 21.88 and Ryan Renz in his section
of the 400-meter hurdles.
Senior Brian Davidson placed second in the
decathlon on Friday and automatically quali-
fied for this year's NCAA Outdoor -
Championships with a school record 7 712.' "points.
The men's and women's track and field
team will take the next two weeks off from
competition before hosting a flve way meet
with the University of California,Utah State,
the University of Montana and the University
of Colorado on April 6. .
Special to the Arbiter
Misha Looney led Boise State University's
track and field effort last Saturday, as she won
the long jump and 100-meters at the Willie
Williams Classic on the campus of University
of Arizona.
A senior from Roseburg, Oregon, Looney
won the long jump with a leap of 19-6 1/4 and
the 100-meters with an 11.80 clocking. On
Friday, Looney won the 200-meters with a
24.44 clocking making her the only triple win-
ner in the Bronco's first outdoor meet this sea-
son.
Ian Harada was the only other Boise State
winner on Saturday as the senior from
Sacramento, Calif., won the long jump with a
mark of 24-7 1/4. Hatada also placed third in
the 110-meter hurdles with a 14.42 clocking.
Other third place finishers for Boise State
Fri. & Sat. Mar 29" & 30" $2.00
The origionol sounds from Boise's
The House of Hoi Polloi
Sun. Mar 31'1 $5.00
Guitar Gunslinger
COCO MONTOYA
Doors open 01 7, Music storts 01 8
:'.
Sun. Tues. & Wed.
$1,25 -domestic pints
S2.2S -premium pints
1010 Main Street • 345-6605
---,_ ............... --..
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tougher for me to have built our
prognlmwithout him."
In 'the four years under their
. Command, the men's tennis pro-
gram at Boise State has won
three Big Sky Conference cham-
pionships and built the 10 ranked
doubles team inthe Country.'
Albin Polonyi, a junior from
Kansas City, Missouri, and Dlaz,
a junior from Santiago, Chile,
have set the stage for this year's
trip to the NCAA tournament.
Their record of 21-5 has come
from knocking down UCLA
(ranked 3), Stanford (ranked 4)
and South Carolina (ranked 11).
"Ernesto and Albin, this is
like Lassie and Timothy, Abbott
and Costello," Patton said, with
a grin he added, "Whitney
Houston and Bobby Brown."
"They're one of the best dou-
ble teams in college tennis."
With PolonyilDiaz leading
the way, the Broncos have only
started bringing in the future
structure that will make up the
Boise State tennis program.
Patton feels his bottom competi-
tors could play for most schools.
"It's unbelievable how good
we're getting; I'm a thrill seeker.
I took my top guys out against
Weber State and Northern
Arizona and we still won."
Competition in the Big Sky
Conference has narrowed just in
time for the Broncos to enter the
Big West this summer. Outside
of the Boise State conference
schedule, the men's tennis team
will be playing the best in the
country.
"I know how to work a sched-
ule to play great teams," Patton
said. "Next year we're going to
play Miami here, Notre
Dame here, Virginia
Commonwealth here."
Nobody at Boise State
travels more than the ten-
nis teams. To one state
and back again, only to
visit that same state three
days later on a 5-day road
trip. Their classmates
don't recognize them; pro-
fessors don't know them.
Don't let that fool you,
though. David Dalgaard,
Ben Davidson, Jason
Anderson and Ryan
Thompson are straight A .
students. Steve Vozeh is
above a 3.0. BSU men's
tennis alumni, Kristian
Widen, was voted in the
top three of student ath-
letes for leadership and
sportsmanship award last
year and Remy Pop .
,
';I
\t
" ;:
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. . JOHN 'fONE/TIfE Altl/Tllt
Greg Patton Is In his fourth year as head
coach of the BSUmen's lennls learn.
received anationaI aeademic
award.
"I've got brain power," Patton .
said. "My whole sale is to get
them not to go to a Stanford,
Berkley, Duke, Notre Dame,
Arizona; not to go there, but to
come here-and they are."
The increase of Boise State
tennis popularity has recruits
coming to Patton instead of vice
versa. Boise State tennis receives
so much attention from the
national tennis media that Patton
is talking guys away from wanti-
ng to come here.
"In the national tennis scene,
we're really well known. First
because of Ernesto and now
because of our team," Patton
said. "Everywhere we go, people
say, 'God, Boise State, they have
some good players.' That effects
the self-esteem and the self-
worth of the way we define our-
selves."
If you know anything about
tennis, you know about Boise
State, however, the people of
Boise don't know they have a
national caliber team in their
town.
"It's like, at home our broth-
ers and sisters don't know what
good students we are but when
we're at school, they know were
good students," Patton said.
Patton knows his team is not
going to generate revenue and
draw in a healthy amount of
money. What he feels his ath-
letes do is exactly what his ath-
letes did at UC-Irvine.
"I have great athletes; great
students who promote the excel-
lence of the school."
This year's goal for the 11-
member squad is to compete in
the NCAA's and next year, when
the Broncos enter the Big West,
they want a national champi-
, onship.
Four years ago, a men's ten-
nis team from Boise State didn't
even dream of such an accom-
plishment. They were less
known than the present team is
now.
"I came here to move up on
the mountain top with the top
established tennis programs in
the country," Patton said. "I look
at Ernesto as the one who's dri-
ving the moving truck taking
[Boise State] to that mountain
top."
The rock-solid foundation of
the Boise State men's tennis pro-
gram has one more year after
this. When Diaz leaves, Patton
will continue to structure his
program from a level that's
", .'.' ,."
··I.~.c.~I{1
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JOHN rONE/THE ARBITER
Junior Albin Polonyl learns with Ernesto Dial In doubles and ploys No. 1 for
BSU In singles.
already set so high.
"When I first came here, I
had to start from scratch. Now, I
don't have to start from scratch."
Boise State tennis is all part
of Patton's dream. A men's pro-
gram and a women's program at
the top of the tennis world. He
feels the two are untied and
together in the climb to national
levels.
"We're going to be great
here," Patton said. "I can tell you
another guy who's going to be
just as great and that's Jim
Moortgat.'
doubles is still achievable.
Moortgat came from Alabama
where he had taken two NAIA
teams to national titles. His plan
at Boise State is to do the same
thing, only at an NCAA level.
"I'm driven to be the best and
that's one of the reasons I'm
~here," Moortgat said. "I want
these girls to realize they are at
the start of something whether
we get to the top 20 with them
on the team or off the;te.am."
With the commitment to ten-
nis that Moortgat and his staff of
assistant coaches brings, the road
to the NCAA title should be only
years away. Moortgat has nailed
it to three.
Moortgat feels most of his
players want to improve and
travel the national road with him.
In order to do that, old ideas and
structures are going to have to be
wiped out. That is the task
Moortgat has in front of him.
"I inherited the schedule and
all these girls, so we're trying to
get it done with what was
already here," Moortgat said.
"We had to change the whole
mindset of the girls on what hard
work is and do they really want
to be at that level (top 20) or do
they want to just play college
tennis where they can come in,
~
im Moortgat, head
coach of women's ten
. a;', told hi' players that
they had to get two people
nationally ranked by the end of
this-seaSon; whether it be a sin-
gles pi~yerand a doubles team
or two singles or two doubles.
Sophomore Gayleen McManus
is currently ranked nationally at
19 in singles. .
With the season half over,
Moortgat says it will be difficult
to get another singles player
ranked. The possibility of get-
ting McManus and her partner
Summer Redondo ranked in
7
if ..
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- hit-a-f~w-balls_and~ ~
- Moortgat is looking for the
team to be successful,with his
ideas. If they are not, the blame ,
will fallon him.
"WsbllSi~lIyaUmy:i~~"
Moortgatsaid. "Ifwc're suCCess-
ful, we're·sliece~fUl;ifwe fail,
well, then a lot of the-blllm~ falls
on me ll~dn1aybe I have to
reevaluate," , .
This yearthe defending Big
Sky Champions have not failed
and are improving everyday. The
next step will be a national title to
sit beside the men.
"It's definetely going to hap-
pen, it's just a question of how
long it's going to take to happen."
'The stronger
the wind,
the strongern the tree'
.I Ernesto Diaz had no
idea what his future had in store
for him when Greg Patton started
recruiting him.
Patton was at UC-Irvine in
California and was planning to
take Diaz back with him. Then
plans changed; Patton became
head coach at Boise State bring-
ing Diaz' best friend,Marcello
Achondo, with him and by way
of that, bringing Diaz with him
also.
Diaz had found paradise. He
was able to compete alongside of
hi~ best friend and get his degree
at the same time. Four years later,
his paradise still hasn't crumbled.
His coach calls him the Moses
of the Boise State tennis program.
He also wants to talloo BSU
Tennis across his butt and paint a
picture of him on the Boas Tennis
Center for all he's done to help
the program.
What pressure to puton one
guy. What else can they thinkof?
"He is the reason our program
is one of the top teams in the
country," Patlon said.
Diaz is a regular student-ath-
lete with tremendous athletic
abilities and the quickness of a
-guy who can tum off the lights
and jump into bed before it gets
dark.
Diaz is more than that. He
doesn't know the first thing about
having too much of an ego or
being conceited and he has a
body that looks like it came from
two different people ..
~He haS your normal, weird
tennis body," Patton said. "He
has the legs of a football player
and the upper body of a basket-
ball player."
What about the ego?
, "I don't like that stuff," Diaz
said. "I was one of the guys that
started the whole thing, but I
don't like to hear that I'm the
most."
The men's team captured their
first Big Sky Championship in
Diazs' second year. Currently,
the team is ranked fourth in their
region; Diaz and doubles partner
Albin Polonyi are ranked 10th
nationally.
"He (Patton) told us from the
beginning, 'Well, congratula-
tions, we're going to win Big
Sky,' and then he said,'We'lI go
to the NCAA before you leave"
and he pointed at me, '" Diaz said.
. "So ever since it's been a fight to
go to the NCAA."
The fight started his first year
being a Bronco as he set the stage
for three consecutive Big Sky
Championships. Diaz was
named to the All-Big Sky First
Team; he was voted BSU's Most
Valuable Player and Region VII's
Newcomer of the Year as a true
freshman.
It had turned out to be the
beginning of a great career in
Boise, Idaho for the native of
Santiago, Chile. He had his best
friend playing besidehim on the
tennis court plus an athletically
awesome freshman year to start a
whole string of victories.
Entering his sophomore year,
everything went downhill from
where Diaz expected it to go.
Achondo returned home to Chile
after he became critically ill and
Diaz suffered a severe back
injury that would leave him
unable to pick up a tennis racket.
"It was the worst thing that
ever happened to me in my life,"
Diaz said. "Honestly, I have no
idea how I made it through."
Diaz made it through with
strength and support pushing at
him from both sides of the bor-
der.
"When I went home for the
summer, twice a week I would sit
down with my mother and say,
'Mom, I'm never going to play
tennis again,' because sometimes
I just couldn't move. Greg kept
saying, 'You'll be all right, you'll
be all right' and then it was."
'X.
-l.J iaz came to BSU• ..• because M, ""lfriend
was here, not because the
school's tennis program received
a lot of recognition or because the
opportunities were tremendous.
With his best friend gone, the
road re-opened for Diaz to trans-
fer to a place where rewards were
greater, but he continued at BSU.
"You start something and you
have to keep it up," Diaz said.
"I'm pretty loyal that way,"
For him, the light doesn't
shine brighter at another school.
He feels he can reep greater
accomplishments and rewards
here. For example, if he were to
transfer to a bigger tennis school
and become an All-American, it
wouldn't be as thrilling as
becoming one at Boise State, a
place that doesn't deliver tennis
pros every other day.
"If we're All-American at
Boise State, it's double better
than being All-American.
at ...UCLA," Diaz said.
When Diaz returned to playing
tennis his junior year, he found
out it wasn't going to be all
peaches and cream. He realized
he would have to work three
times as hard as he did before
after he started loosing to guys he
had beaten in the past.
"Now its paid off," Diaz said.
"Last semester I did very good
and it's getting better,"
"I have so much admiration
for Ernesto, overcoming the stuff
he has," Patton said. "All the
stuff he's done for this program is
going to come back tohim,'
If it hasn't already come back
to him, what is forthcoming will
be a sight to see. Diaz came back
after his injury to be an All-Big
Sky first team honoree; His
record of 29-13 in singles and 19-
13 in doubles reserved him a spot
to compete in the semi-finals of
the national clay-court champi-
onships and the quarter finals in
singles. '
This year, Diaz teamed up
with University of Georgia trans-
fer, Albin Polonyi and headed
straight for a No. 1 ranking.
Regionally the goal has been
reached; now their sights are set
on nationals.
The duo is currently ranked
No. 10 in the nation; two more
steps and they are automatically
qualified as All-Americans.
The premonition that says the
team will make it has Patton
Sto•••rm.in'
agreeing to jump into the river .
with a jock strap on if they don't.
"This year we could do very
good still," Diaz said. "Next year
it's going to be incredible. I don't
know wbat could happen,"
Diaz came to Boise State as an
individual with no concept of
how a team works. He wanted to
be No.1 and no one was to get in
his way.
"Greg cleaned my head of that
somehow,now I'm a team play-
er,"
This year, Diaz started playing
No.2 for the Broncos; a place
that isvery foreign·to,him~f!'low;,.
he's pushing to No.1, so the No.
1 player is getting better and the
No.3 is pushing Diaz to get bet-
ter.
"So everybody's gelling bet-
ter," Diaz said. "I used to be self- .
ish and now I give myself lip to
the team,"
Diaz' biggest dream, since he
can remember, is toplay profes-
sionally. According to Patton, the
abilities he carries now arc
enough to get him there.
"He knows some of the greats.; .. __•. .,.-_
est players in the game and they
love him," Patton said. "He has
the ability to play with anybody
in the country; he's given our
team the confidence that we can
play with the top in the country,"
Diaz, with only one more year
remaining in his Bronco career,
has set the stage for the Boise
State men's tennis program to
climb to national caliber. In three
or four years, he will be able to
return and see the dynasty that he
helped build.
"I'll be happy to see it happen
because I was a part of it," Diaz
said.
If Patton had his way, Diaz
would play for Boise State forev-
er and he has a plan to carry that
idea through.
"I'm going to bring some hair
dye and horn-rimmed glasses and
recruit him again as Claude Smith
from South Dakota,"
All humor aside though ...
"I dread the day he plays his
last match for us. He makes
coaching fun,"
. .... . . .. '.",M.; JOHNTONE/TIfE_rrll
Junior Ernesto Dloz, the Moses of the Boise Sklf.t.~program, is
runked 10 In the notion In doubles with A1binpol~._. -
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on your first donation
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Special £ventsCenter,
Admission is Free'
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WITH
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American Biomedical
1021 Broadway
Boise, Idaho
338·0613
<~<HC?Y~~:" I~esdll.Y:~II,~~rdlly'.9.,:~.< .
Help us save lives
~---------------------------------~
I
$15.00 if you donate alone :
+$5.00 if you showcoUese l.D.(1st visit) I
+$10.00/pt;:rperson if you recruit I
someone IJfId they donate:
$3fo~
$15 lor Manicures
$30 lor Pedicures
$25 lor Maintenance 01 Arttftclal Nalls
$5 d1scounllor Students
NATIONAL AWARD WINNING SALON
INVITES YOU TO START WEARING A
STRONGER NAIL TODAY',
All Services Guaranteed
r
j'inge 384-9908 "q?rtnts..".AC~',;~;~'TCBY
Nail salon Walk Ins Welcome
26 Broadway Ave. • Boise, I
.._--~---_ .._ .._--_:._--------,---
Stadeat Special for t~e week of spriag break
March' 25-29, 1996 *Spring Break Student Special can bepurchased at arrt time during spring break
*Not good with any other discounts.
*Ticket must be attached to buyer.
*Cau 332-5151 for more information
Please contact Mary at; Family Matters
4740 S. Maple Grove Rd. Boise, 10 83709 new# 362-6358I st Grade thru (ollege Full Time
------_._ .._-------_.
~SALAD~BRIOCHE
~·FOCCACIA~ SALAD
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A Suffrage Centennial:
.The Idaho State Historical Society's traveling
exhibit celebrates the struggle ... and the victory
,
"
by Jarod Dick and men alike can better understand their government.
The exhibition deals primarily with the story of the suf-
frage movement in Idaho as 1996 sees the 100th anniver-
sary of the 1896 amendment to the Idaho Constitution
granting the right of voting to women. The exhibition
shows (primarily through the medium of photography) the
women and the men involved with this movement.
The exhibit presents images of the people involvedin
the fight: women like Abigail Scott Duniway who wrote
"New Northwest," a paper dedicated to women's issue such
as the suffrage movement; women like Mrs. Kate Green,
who headed and won the fight in the Idaho Supreme Court
against the Idaho Legislature over the legitimacy of the
vote for women's suffrage in 1896.
The show also includes many of the women who were
involved in government outside of the suffrage movement
- women such as Cynthia Mann, founder of the Children's
Home Society and Frances Wood, who, in October1897, .
became the first Idaho woman to serve in a court trial.
These women and others are celebrated in this show.
But the fight for a woman's right to vote was not only
championed by women. Many men supported the notion
and are remembered in the traveling show as well. One
example is Dr. Joseph Williams Morgan of Malad, who in
1871 introduced House Bill 64 to extend the rightto vote to
women (which was, unfortunately defeated by an 11/11 tie
in the state Congress).' '"",-'-,
The exhibit, The Struggle for Suffrage: Idaho Women
Fight for the Right to Vote, will be in the North LOunge
area of the Student Union Building from. March 15 to 26,
For more information on this or other events held in con-
junction with Women's History Month,-please call
Rosemary Wimberly at.the BSU Women's Center at 385-
4256 or Carolyn Beaver at the Idaho Commission on
Women's Programs at 334-4673.
I t
staff writer
I cannot say that I think you very generous to the Ladies,
for whilst you are proclaiming peace and good will to Men,
Emancipating all Nations, you insist upon retaining an
absolute power over Wives. But you must remember that
Arbitrary power is like most other things which are very
hard, very liable to be broke ....
-First Lady Abigail Adams
in a Letter to John Adams
The land of the free and the home of the brave. Of
course, where women are concerned, this is not an absolute
truth. But we're working on it. Nowadays, women are able
to make great strides in this man's world, and conditions
seem to be improving more and more. But it is very impor-
tant to reflect on where the women's movement came from.
One of the earliest battles women waged against this
male dominated society is one of the basic rights that
Americans have always held so dear: the right to vote.
To celebrate Women's History Month, the Women's
Center, in cooperation with the Idaho Historical Museum, is
displaying a traveling exhibit dedicated to the story of the
suffragist movement of the 19th and early 20th centuries in
Idaho. This exhibit, which begins its statewide journey at
BSU, celebrates the women and the men who fought to
give women the right to vote in America and in Idaho.
. The show is important because it recognizes the men and
women who fought to improve the lives of women in
America, Itis impossible to celebrate Women's History
Month without acknowledging the brave struggle to include
women in governmental affairs. This show will demon-
strate the roots of the women's-rights movement that is still
being fought. By realizing how far we have come, women
, The Air Force has a
special place for yoliAs
an Air Force nurse officer yOu
can put your professional skills to
work and enjoy: .
• a team approach to health care
• 30 days vacation with pay peryear
• complete medical and dental care
• opportunltlesto advance
Serve your country while you
advance your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
APPLICATIONS SOUGHT FOR
ARBITER BUSINESS MANAGER
The Arbiter is seeking applications for the posi-
tion of business manager for 1996-97 .
The position requires candidates to be full-fee-
paying students, both at the time of selection and
throughout the time he/she holds the position.
Candidates are required to have a minimum 2.25
cumulative grade-point average at the time of
selection and throughout the term of service.
The position provides, a, fall and spring full-fee
scholarship plus a minimum monthly salary of
$475. The term of service runs from June 1,1996
to May 31, 1997.
Applications should include a cover letter, at
least two letters of recommendation and at least
three references.
The business manager, in conjunction with the
stu dent-edi tor, is res pons ible for the ad min i s t r a-
tion of the fiscal operation of The Arbiter. The
accurate accounting of revenue and expenditures,
accounts receivable, capital and personnel expens-
es, purchase orders and, other pertinent financial
information are the responsibility of the business
manager.. The business manager also prepares
financial forecasts.
Selection is made by the BSU Publications Board.
Applications must be submitted to Bob Evancho,
BSU Office, of News Services, E-724, no later than 5
p.m., March 29. Late applications will not be
accepted.
For more information, contact Evancho at 385-
) 643.
, .
side perspective on their works."
The exhibition will be held from March 15
through April 15 in the Visual Arts Center's
Gallery 2, which is located in the Public
Affairs/Art West Building. For more information,
call 385-3994' .
by Jarod Dick
staff writer
transcend (tran send'), v.t, 1. to extend
beyond the limits of. 2. to surpass or excel.
That's how Webster's DeskDictionary of the
English Language defines' this word. However, '
BSU visual arts students will be creating their own
definitions with the Art Department's exhibition
titled Transcending.
The show will include different media of the
visual arts, such as painting, computer graphics
and sculpture. The pieces will be the students'
interpretations of the term transcending-however
they choose to capture the essence of the word.
The artists involved are upper-division students
in the illustrations, advertising and graphic-design
programs. The unique theme of the show allows
the students to experiment with their own creativi-
ty through their interpretation and expression of a
common theme or direction.
The show is being directed by Liz Bauer-Simon
and Delphine Keirn-Campbell, BSU professors of
art. They are both excited about the exhibit.
Keirn-Campbell says that she wanted her students
to draw from their own experience in creating
their works for this show. She feels that "when art .
comes from experience, it becomes a very genuine
thing."
The actual show has taken place in two parts.
First, on Friday, March 8, the selections for the
final exhibition were selected. The entrants then
had their works juried for a spot in the final show
which opened on March 15. Directors are looking
forward not only to the show itself, but also to the
chance to have an outside source - Roy D.
Young from the local design firm, Tammell-West
- on the jury.
Young is the first non-BSU person to jury this
show in its history, and Keirn-Campbell feels ihat
having this outside member on the jury will be a
benefit- not only for the final selections of the
show, but for the experience it gives the entrants
in the-way juried exhibitions normally work. She
feels that the jury will give the students "an out-
not the only source of distaste. The film
tried to touch on too many issues, issues
that were so briefly addressed and extra-
neous that they should have either been
developed further or ignored entirely,
For instance, Savannah's mother tells
her in a telephone conversation (regard-
ing Savannah's married lover) that her
"w.elfare cbecks..an:n~tcutting it and that
she hasn't been eating well. Savannah
tells her that she will send a check, and
the issue is dropped, never to be seen
again. This was the film maker's prime
opportunity to make a statement about
welfare reform or resolve for the audi-
ence why a daughter could jet her mother
fall into such dire financial straits.'
Something. But, this sideplot was simply
passed over, and the movie moved on.
Homosexuality is another issue that
was also all-to-briefly touched upon. It's '
relation to the story should have been a
bit more clearly portrayed. Gloria experi-
encesa momentary lapse into despair
when her ex-husband tells her that he is
gay (which he reveals to her after she
begs him to sleep with her just one more
time). When their son finds out, he
throws a one-scene tantrum with a not-
very-emotional, "My father is a fag!"
After this quasi-dramatic scene, the
issueis then never developed further in
relation to the story, thus leaving the
impression that homosexuality and sexual
identity are apparently just another one of
those things that men do to women.
Unfortunately, I felt more sorry for him
having to live a lie than for her being
upset that she won't be able to have sex
with him.
Of course, one of her co-workers (a
hair stylist no less) is a flaming queen,
and she has no problem with him being
gay. It would seem that she would have
looked to him to help her understand her
ex-husband's motives (if she did, in fact,
have any questions), but his role in the
movie was merely as a prop; stereotypi-
byJarod Dicit " cally lisping
and snapping
away. This
stereotyping
was little more than offensive and in the
worst taste, especially as both he and the
subject matter were dropped, never to be
seen again. .
The whole issue of philandering is
another focal point made confusing by
Waiting to Exhale. The audience hates
Bernadette's husband and his mistress
because they have been cheating, and
they admire Wesley Snipes' character for
remaining faithful to his bed-ridden wife
when faced with the option of sleeping
withBassett (eventhough the audience
kind of wishes that he weren't so noble
so Bernadette could be happy), And let's
not forget the audience jeering
Savannah's boyfriend who won't leave
his wife for his mistress. In one case, the
other woman is the bitch,in another she
is the one you want to see get the married
man, and in another, the other woman is
the heroine. Inconsistencies, anyone?
Race is another issue that is brought
out in a very dramatic way and pursued
no further. When Bernadette's husband
tells her that he is leaving her for another
woman, she makes a 'derisive comment
characterizing him as being white.
Bernadette then hits on another point
of racial tension when she storms into her
husband's business meeting and slaps
"the other woman," calling her a "white
bitch." I guess that I was more than a lit-
tle offended by this reverse discrimina-
tion. Will it ever be possible for black
and white people to not default to the
issues of race when they interact with one
another? I feel that this piece of the film
should have been left out, as it only made
me angry with her for her bigoted rom-
ments. If the screenwriter wanted to cre-
ate sympathy, it was lost on me. But
many of the African-American women in
When approached about writing a
review of this film, I was confused. Isn't
a review supposed to makepeoplewant
to see the film? Having already seen
Waiting to Ex1IItle, I'mnofreatly sure
. ". -irowthis'coutd be done. Unfortunately, I
found the movie to be trite, boring, some-
what offensive and weak in its handling
of the issues that it wanted to address.
The basic premise of the movie is the
struggle that four African-American
.women face in their dreary love lives.
This would be a good story line if it were
carried off in a way that made audience
members sympathetic with their pain.
Instead, all I could feel was a sense of
annoyance at their whining since the
movie gave this focus no real depth.
'For instance, Savannah (Whitney
Houston) spends the entire time trying to
forget about a man whom she loves, who
just so happens to be married. While
unrequited love isa nice idea, I couldn't
understand why she would put expecta-
tions on a mamed man. Robin (Lela
Rochon) is the sexy one, who only wants
to find a man who will love and respect
her. However, she keeps going back to
the men who treat her like a piece of
meat. Gloria (Loretta Devine) struggles
to deal with the realization that her ex-
husband and the father of her son is gay,
yet her feelings on this issue are brushed
over and never explained any further.
The only part of the storyline that
generates sympathy is how Angela
Bassett's character, Bernadette, struggles
to come to terms with the fact that her .
husband dumped her for another woman,
one of his co-workers. But this issue is
then complicated by the way she makes a
big deal that the other woman is white,
leaving me confused aboiitthe true
source of her anger.
But the movie'.s weak characters were
the audience cheered.
Of course, this raises the point of
selective audiences. It would seem that,
perhaps, this movie was not intended for
an audience made up of white males. But
this seems like a cop-out to me. I have
always enjoyed dramatic and emotional
movies. I cheered when Thelma .and
Louise blew up the semi and, in an ulti-
mate act of defiance, ran from the men
over the cliff. I applauded when Nick was
left gagged and tied up by the three hero-
ines in Boys on the Side. I think that there
are definite ways to pulling off a drama,
and Forest Whitaker didn't do it. The
movie tried to do too much, while pre-
senting too little.
Of course, different strokes for differ-
ent folks: You may see it and absolutely
love it.
~.
Peotika. .... -' '. ., "
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.Judy Anson, a second·semester graduate student, is working toward her
M.A. in Eng/ish. The Writing Center~ graduate assistant, she frequently
contributes poetry to TheArbiter. s
The Firsi Warm Saturday in
March
"byJudy Anson
Hints of leaves yawn
on the ti~ of slender limbs and
expedant buds promise
a canopy of blosSoms
while the sounds of.spring
announce wormer weather:
The dinking of the tinkerer
luning a green
Lownfloy recently roused from
hibernation .
Two fat robins duck
over a writhing earthworm
ci sleepy bee bumps
along the living room window
and,
the ~rone of the Hadey
is once again heard on
the streets of Boise.
Wednesday, May 8th
7:30 pm
On sale now at all
Select-a-Seat Locations
BSU Pavilion Box Office
$19.00 & $28.00
Charge by phone
385-1766
L~
TECHNICALLY SPEAKING,
THE ARMY HAS
A LOT TO OFFER.
'v
The Army can give you a
definite edge on life if you
want to learn valuable high-
tech skills. We offer hard-to-
duplicate, hands-on training
in a wide variety of challeng-
ing specialties. Ifyou qualify,
.the Army offers training in
. . the following fields:
- Communications Electronics - Automatic Data
- Digital Communications Telecommunications
Equipment -Tactical Fire Control
-Tactical Satellite Microwave Systems
-Avionics -Computers
These are just a few of the high-tech skills in which you can
train. There are over 250 specialties to choose from. '
Technically speaking, the Army has a lot to offer. Your Army
Recruiter can tell you even more. Call today.
208..375..7009
ARMY. IE ALL YOU CAN IE:
r:.,
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'ViheretheBQysiAre/or Whot cona'goy
·moltrcoUege.studentdofo,Springlreo~?
;:attllew R.K. Haynes birth certificate. (Ihave never had to-cough that one
.up yet.) They ask you a few questions about where
you're going andwhat you're doing and if you have
drugs and food. Say this and that and "no," "no."
You are then on your way to fun, fun, fun.
Once in Vancouver, make your way to Davie
Street, and you will.find yourself feeling quite at
home. Davie is the main street of Vancouver's pre-
dominately gay West End. Grab anyone of the
numbers of the gay and lesbian friendly hotels,
Mtei
,Before ,he boys
In my first years at BSU, I thought about Spring .
Break as an unattainable goal, a needle in the
haystack, a "diamond in the rough." I sat motion-
less, staring out windows watching birds and squir-
rels pack their belongings for their week in Fort .
Lauderdale. I frequented the library, telling myself'
that it was just another week,
.one in which I could prepare for
thecomingmonthamtin-my-----
righteous indignation, be ahead
of everyone else. .
You're asking yourself why I
didn't just go somewhere.
Home. Lucky Peak. Teen
Stalker (Dreamwalker.) Well,
for a gay boy who was not
exactly confident in open homo-
sexuality, going anywhere
where there were boys half-
naked running about, throwing
Frisbees and what not,could
have been dangerous.
Well, I lived through the anx-
iety of "that week" and moved
on to another year. However,
that year passed quickly and
once again I came face to face
with the tides of March.
But instead of sticking my head under a pillow,
smoking ultra-light menthols like they were bon
bons arid cruising Boise in my car dressed to the hilt
in the latest J. Crew, I did a little research. I found
that there were Spring Break destinations for me.
Gay Florida. Gay Cabo. Gay San Francisco. Gay
everywhere.
A view of Puerto Vallarta, Mexico
check in, wash your face and start to heel-toe it.
You'll find friendly people. Fabulous food. Super
shopping. Definitely hit D&R Clothes: It is the
Mecca of soft, colton, ribbing.
. When leaving, remember to give yourself two
hours of driving time if your flying out of Sea Tac.
Also, you can only bring so many souvenirs back
from Canada, so get that boy out of your suitcase
and read the border literature.
Where the boys Are
So here are two of my favorite spots to get you
through the semester. .
If you're looking for slightly warmer weather,
the best place to go is Mexico, In particular, Puerto
VaUarta. Still relatively small compared to the rest
of the country's resorts and site of the filming of
Night of the Iguana, starring Elizabeth Taylor and
Hubby #7 (who knows; there have been so many)
Richard Burton, it is the perfect place to relax
the days away and live the nights up.
Flying is the cheapest way to get there.
Fares vary, but if you book in advance and let
them know that you are a student you can get a
round-trip ticket for less than $200 (flight
departing from Boise). .
The border myths in Mexico are all true. It
can be a bitch, especially on your return flight.
You must have a photo ID, and they will ask
for your birth certificate. So call rnaor pa and
get a notarized copy at least. They might check
your bags ... and they might not. It seems
almost random the way they do it. Kind of like
theiRS.
Same game here as in Canada: no food, no
drugs, no air-sensitive biological viruses.
There are a gajillion gay and lesbian friend-
ly accommodations. One of my personal faves is
Casa Panoramica, a little mesa-type affair that is
wedged into a mountain over looking the city and
beach. Free breakfast, pool, great rooms with hand
made floor. tile and authentic Mexican art.
Another super stay is the Krystal Vallarta. Puerto
Vallarta's oldest hotel, it is also the nicest. Done in
perfect village fashion, it is spread out over at least
half a square mile. No high rises. Everything is first
Vancouver, British Columbia is a supreme spot
for ultra-clubbing, mountain-biking, foreigrrshop-
ping and finding men. It is just a hop, skip and a
A stone lion at the south end of the Uons Gale Bridge,
connecting the cities of Vancouver and North Vancouver
snap to the Canadian herder. Only eight hours to
Seattle and another two to Vancouver if you're dri-
ving, which is highly recommended. However, if
you're going to fly,it is easier and cheaper to jet
from here to Seattle, rent a car and drive the two
scenic hours.
Don't worry about the border. It's a myth. Well,
not the border itself, but the trauma that goes along
with it. They all speak English, and you need are
your driver's license or picture ID and possibly your
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The Straits of Georgia, British Columbia
floor. It is right on the beach, so how's that for con-
venience? For the rest of you who think you must
spend your time in a chlorinated pool where you feel
you will be clean and safe from any dangers that
might arise (like Jaws},-the plot is stashed with 42
pools, two of which have swim up bars and aque-
ducts.
But don't get caught up in just lying around
being lazy; you do enough of that here. Go boating.
Snorkeling. Watch the fabulous tropical sunsets.
Take a tour into the mountains where they filmed
Arnie Schwarzenegger's Predator. Not for thai par-
ticular reason, but it is a great, cheap chance to get
to see the land and it's natural beauty.
And don't forget the night life. The city is
packed with great, fun places for "Friends of
Dorothy," My two faves are Los Balcones and
Zotano. They both bring in the crowds on the week-
. ends. Great music and friendly people. Lots of '!len
Get ready to wa
Josh Casten
Staff writer
Ministry, primarily AI Jourgensen, has been an
evolving entity since its inception. Initially a safe,
cute, Depeche Mode clone, the sound got warped
along the way and developed into what most peo-
ple now call industrial. All along, Ministry has
been at the cutting edge of the industrial-rock
movement, home to bands like Nine Inch Nails,
Machines of Loving Grace and Filter.
With Filth Pig, Ministry looks as if it is in the
midst of another evolution. The band has added a
full-time human drummer, rather than'relying on a
drum machine. Samplers and synthesizers are
almost nonexistent. New instruments, including
acoustic guitar, piano and harmonica are spotlight-
ed.
Filth Pig rumbles with an unabashed guitar-
based heaviness more akin to Tool, Helmet and
White Zombie. Rather than the fast, aggressive
industrio-thrash of songs like "Just One Fix" and
"So What?" the band now plays a slower, heavier
groove.
And they play it meaner than anyone, save the
brooding Pantera or Korn, which Ministry veers
away from. Early on in the first track, "Reload,"
Jourgensen sings "You wanna lie like a dog!
You're gonna wake up with me," a line which
pretty much sums up this release.
. Like a comedown off bad acid, ihe disc is grit-
ty, dark and disturbed. Although it most often
evokes White Zombie, there is more to this
release. Instead of coming across as a tongue-in-
cheek joke, Filth Pig is the real deal: nasty, scary,
menacing and, well, filthy.
Only a couple of songs on this disc sound dis-
tinctly like the Ministry of old. The slow, mantra-
like "Lava," with sampled wailing and laughter
and a machine drum sound, and the faster "Brick
with dark skin. The atmosphere is very
relaxed, so dump the tense behavior that
you're so accustomed to.
The shopping in the city is not guilt
free. Things are cheap. Cheaper than they
should be. But that is life.
Obey the water rule, lest you wish to
learn the Kaopectate rule: Bad
Water=Bad Time.
Knowing some catchy Mexican
phrases is helpful, but not necessary -
although it would be only polite of you
and you can impress your friends at par-
ties when you haul your tanned body
back to Boise.
In all your happiness and splendor,
don't forget to notice that there is poverty all around
you. Remember that Mexico is a depressed country,
and by supporting the little shops and restaurants
you are helping the people.
-'Oh, and-one-last thing-e. don't go looking for
iguanas. They are not there. I think Liz ate them all.
Bye, bye boys
Well, there you have it. My two big choices for
this year's Spring Break (or any holiday).
Remember to fill your senses and acquire knowl-
edge. Bring back memories and pictures, and show
them to your ma and pa, well, except for the nude
ones. And if you found your soul, your heart, your
mind, your balance, your way of being - but
didn't find a boy of solid gold to feed you grapes-
well there is always next year to go where the boys
are.
Windows" still evoke tlie feel of classic Ministry,
but that's it.
The remnants of former Ministry releases are
almost completely overshadowed by the heavy
feel of the new material - from the slow burn of
"The Fall" and the title track to the stomp of
"Crumbs;" from the stop and go "Reload" to the
jaw-droppingly heavy riffs of "Dead Guy" and
"Game Show," This disc makes its last release, the
thrashy Psalm 69 , sounds like a walk in the park.
Undoubtedly the highlight of the disc is a sur-
prising cover of Bob Dylan's classic "Lay Lady
Lay," The beginning is a downright groovy
moment, with modest acoustic strumming, which
explodes into a raging chorus. Here Jourgensen
actually sings. His vocal clarity is certainly noth-
ing to be amazed with, but he hits the notes.
Many critics who pay attention to the evolution
of music point to Ministry and Jourgensen as one
of those bands who always seem to be a year
ahead of everyone else. If this is where we are
headed, you better sirap in and hold on. And you
better learn to wallow.
.....Wa-.lHrItmo,.
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Lotlon/noboely's cool/Fur
Berel (BMI)
Since Lotion didn'l make it big
on its debut album, it is making
anolher run wilh "Nobody's (001.·
If everyone'sgool is to progress
ond become better, Ihen Lollon has
accomplished Ihis lask. For those of
you who wouldn'l know Ihe differ-
ence, Ihis album does show
progress;-··-
Lolion is 0 mainslream style
band following Ihe ranks of ohernalive rock bonds of lhe '90s. It has a tos1e of Green
Day wilh a little less authority because of lhe heavy mix of bollods.lts moin instru-
ments include lho usual, heavy drums, heavy guitar, 011 drowning out vocok -
which makes for some good musk. If you can condilion yourself Ihrough lhe firsl few
tracks, Ihe resl of Ihe CDgets surprisingly nke. Tracks 8, 9, II ond 12 are relalively
... good.
'W~kno''iao~1cWck'~,101lcl*,,s'~at
··h"p:II~iU.""~"/~'~/I011onJIIIII
Junod/ every night for you/Up
Records
Juned fils inlo Ihe general alter-
native col~ory. The all-female
band, however, hos a mix of punk,
garage, surf ond psychedelic rock in
ils music. lIs style is unique, wilh
laid·back guilars and soft vocak
lhal presenl a mellowalternalive .
look 01 song writing. In 0 world of
so much music, Juned offers a fresh
Sound and mix of music wilh each
song. The band is creative ..
I don'l believe you will hear ony of Juned on 10p-40 rodio, but il will go ploces
with its style of music. If you are nol 0 big fan of the ollernotivescene, you may wont
10 run down 10 Hastings ond lislen 10 Ihis album, free of charge, before purchase. I
encourage il; you may like Ihe sound.
Roomful of Blues/Tum It Onl
Tum It Up/Bullseye Blves
Sirop on Ihase dancin' shoes
and gel ready for a ride. With its
lalesl album, Turn It On! Tum It Up,
Roomful of Blues is on fire in Ihe
dandng induslry. Even if you are
nol a fan of blues music, Ihis album
is slill fun 10 lislen 10.The entire CD
is fasl-paced rhythm and blues wilh
a strong influence of multiple inslru-
ments and vocal harmony. Its .
slrongesllrocks ore Ihe lille song, "Turn II Onl Tum II Up,· "Blind Love,· "If You
Know" ond"1 Left My Boby."
The Rhode Island-bosed bond has been producing Iegendory blues for moretbon
2S years and Turn It On! Turn It Up is no differen!.1 would suggest olleost giving this
album 0 Iry Ihe nexltime you ore seorching for somelhing oul of your ordinary lis-
lening selection. You may be surprised to find a new style of music in your collection.
If so, your mom and dad will love lovisi!.
WamMsbow~,'¥~R~·"""ts""'~~ .
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Feb. 11- JIM 9
TRWURES OF ANTIQUITY: GREEK AND
ROMAN ART at the Boise Art MUS8um (670 S. Julio
Davis Dr.). Featured for the filst time In the Northwest
.pre 80 clossiml Greek and Roman works dating from
the 5th cenlury BCta the 3rd cenlury AD. Among II.ase
Feb. 16-ApriI6
INTO THE WOODS at Knack 'em Dead
Theater (333 S. 9th SI.). Presented by Knack 'em
Dead Theater. Thursdays at8 p.m., S14.50 admission.
Fridays and Saturdays at 6:30 p.m.,
S24.50 admission. 1Jckets available at
Select-A-Seat.
Upper-divislon BSUstudents in BSU's illustration,
advflrlising and graphk -design programs will display
visual translations of the term -transcending: Avari-
ety af media will be represented including painting,
computer graphks and sculpture. The public may see
this exhibn Monday thraugh Friday belween 9 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. and Saturday belween
noon and 5 p.m.
On 'be Wlls •••
m, Through spring 1996
WINGS OF LIGHT atlhe Boise
Art Museum (~fO S. Julia Davis Dr.).
Designed by Washinglon artist Dick Ellion
\'Iifor the facade bf Ihe Boise Art Museum, a
refledive lighl fstallalion fealuring
35,000 refledors mounled 10 Ihe fronl of
the building, fling Capilol Boulevard.
Throughoutlh,winler and spring
months, Ihe dazzling colored panern will
sparkle with re~eded light. 345-8330.
March 29 ~ May 17
Feb. 11· Ap~1I7 TREASURE VALLEY JURIED
ROBERT HELM, 1981·1993 EXHIBIT will be shown in the Studenl
at the Boise A~Museum (670 S. Julia Union Gallery. Oil, acrylic, water-based
Davis Dr.). This eXhibil is the firsl com- Violinist Koren Clarke to perform at BSU's Morrison Center Redtal Hall on and mixed-media paintings as well as
prehensive on~person survey of the March 22. sculplure work. Submined by artists Iiv.
painlings of Ihb Northwest artist's smoll·scale oil still- ing in tbe Treasure Volley. Free.
lifes. (areful~lirafted, Helm's poinlings indude beauti- rare marble, bronze ond ceromic pieces - partraying
ful inlaid wooJ~eneers as part of Ihe image. His still gods and goddesses, heroines and heroes, mortal men
life campasitia~ and landscapes indude ordinary. and w?men and animak, real and mythical- are Around the Community •••
images of birdS'rd'ogs~'p18cei"ilr'watia(mJLoots 'placed""~\\1portrall heads, refinedond gTlIClIfulfigurines,1funeral r"'>t It"'" ""'"" Will l'ttt..'1 ",.:m ,o'ze:;: W;t11 l."~
in myslerious s~rrau~dings. The public may see Ihis carvings, elegant~ painted vases, bowk and planers. Wednesday, Marm 20
exhibn Tuesday through Friday between 10 a.m. and 5 The public may see this exhibil Tuesday through Friday STUDENTS OF D~L PARKINSON in the
p.m. and on weekends between noon and 5 p.m. between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. and an weekends Morrison Center Recital Hall. Piano recital. 7:30 p,m.
Admission is $3 general, $2 seniors and college slu- between noon and 5 p.m. Admission is $3 general, $2 3B5-3980.
dents, $1 children in grades 1-12 and free for children seniors and college sludents, $1 children in grades 1-
younger than 6 and museum members. 345-8330. 12 and free for children younger than 6 and museum
members. 345-B330.
WAITING TO EXHALE in the Special Evenls
(enler.7 p.m. Free. Sponsored by Ihe Student
Programs Boord, in conjundion with the Women's
(enler, the Multi-Ethnic (enler, SPB Fami~ Adivmes
and Studenl Adivmes. There will be a panel discussion
after Ihe film. 385·3655.
March3G-31
MCMANUS IN LOVE in the
Special Evenls Cenler. This one-mon show
" . is the follow-up to McManus's hit, A Fine
ancl P180S0nl Misery. Patrick McManus
will be available to sign IJojlks. Presented
by Trout Unlimited. 8 p.m. S12 adults, $8
youlhs. Mets a}ailable 01 Select-A-Seat.
;,
I;'
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SEASONAL CHANGE: SELECTIONS FROM
THE GLENN C. JANSS COLLECTION 01 the Boise
Art Museum (670 S. Julia Davis Dr.). Glenn Janss, who
has lived in Sun Volley for many years, has a special
fondness for the oUldoors, and numerous works in her
American Realisl Collection refled Ihis interest. On view
Ihroughout Ihe winler monlhs will be a seledion of
,. drawings and paintings fealuring Ihe lopic of seasonal
change. Fealured are autumn slilllifes by Janel Fish
and Michael Beck, along wnh winlery landscapes by
Barbara Cushing, Joel~n Duesberry and James Winn.
The public may see Ihis exhibit Tuesday Ihrough Friday
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. and on weekends
between noon and 5 p.m. Admission is $3 generol, $2
seniors and college sludenls, $ 1 children in grodes 1·
12 and free for children younger than 6 and museum
'> members. 345-8330.
March 15 • April 5
TRANSCENDING will be shawn In BSU's
Gallery 2 in the Public Affairs/Art Wesl Building. VELVET JONES al Blues Bouquel (1010 Main
St.). Ages 21 and older. No cover. Musk slarts at 8:1 5.
Marth 1 - 29
SOME liNES 2 will be in the Studenl Union
Gallery. line is defined by professor Tom Trusky as
'underground and alternative" publications. This
exhibn, to canlain an~ artists' and eccenlric zines, will
highlighl examples of published zines by artists or
exhibit superior typogrophy, des~n, wrmng and art·
work. Free.
March 8 - AprIl 15
"ONCE UPON A TIME,
LONG, LONG AGO: AN ARTIST'S
JOURNEY THROUGH CHILDHOOD
TRAUMA" will be shown In BSU's
Gallery lin the Uberal Arts BUilding.
Washington slate artisl Jane Orleman
will display a collection of narralive
painlings Ihat depiclthe artist coming
to terms with childhood trauma. This
display coincides wilh the celebration of
Women's Hislary Monlh. The publk
may see this exhibit Monday through
Friday between- 9 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
and Salurday between noon and 5 p.m.
March 15·26
THE STRUGGLE FOR SUF-
FRAGE: IDAHO WOMEN FIGHT
FOR THE RIGm TO VOTE will be
shown in the Sludent Union Building's
North Lounge. Traveling exhibilion pre-
senled by Ihe Idaha Hislarkal Society.
Free.
SEVELT, POTAT02 & 'GODlOUNDS 01
Neurolux (111 N. 11th St.). Ages 21 and older. 343-
0886.
March 12·31
WOMEN'S HISTORY EXHIBIT at
Dreamwalker (1OJ 5 W. Main St.). Conceplualized by
Laurie Blakeslee. Free.
VIC HENLEY & LAURIE KILMARTIN 01 !he
Funny Bone (Blh Streel Market Place). Speciol engage-
ment. Ages 21 and alder. 331-2663.
A-BOMB SHOES 01Tam Grainey's(6Ih and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and alder. 345-2505.
Thursday, March 21
DANITA HARTZ in the Morrison Cenler Redtal
Hall. Graduale violin redial. 7:30 p.rn. Free. 3BS-
3980.
SENIOR DAY at the Boise Art MUS8um (670 S.
Julio Davis Dr.). Senior cnizeni are half-price 00 day.
Presentation about Treasures of Antiquity from 2:30-
3:30 p.m. Seating available. 345·8330.
POETRY NIGHT at Dreamwalker (lOIS W.
Main St.). Enjoy an eclectic evening af poetry hosted by
tk. D and Ms. Elle, self-proclaimed vanguards of the
open mic, live fram the world's most comfortable coum
In true coffeehouse tradition. No cover. 7:30-9:30 p.m.
343-4196.
SILKWORM, A MINOR FORREST & EL
DOPAMINEoI Neuralux (111 N. 11th St.). Ages 21
and older. SOCoff drafts. 343-0886.
VIC HENLEY & LAURIE KILMARTIN at the
Funny Bone (8th Street Market Place). Special engage-
ment. Ages 21 and alder. 331-2663.
THE TOURISTS at Grainey's Basement (61h
and Main). Ages 21 and older. 9 p.m. 345-2505.
A·BOMB SHOES at Tom Grainey's (61h and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and alder. 345-2505.
THE HOOCHIE COOCHIE MEN 01 Blues
Bouquet (1010 Main SI.). Ages 21 and older. Na caver.
345-6605.
Friday, March 22
THE CHIEFTANS in Ihe Morrison Cenler Moin
Hall. Presented by IJA Produdions. B p.m. TIckels: $2B·
$IB at Seled·A-Seal. 3B5-1110.
KAREN CLARKE in the Morrison Cenler Recital
Hall. V"lOlinrecilal. 7:30 p.m. Free. 385-3980.
FIRST ANNUAL SPRING DISCO BALL 01
Dreamwolker (1015 W. Main St.). It's final~spring,
and we're ready to DISCO PARTYI(ame in disco gear,
and we'll drop the caver charge a buck; come as John
Travolta and push your luck. We've got spring disco
fever, and we're not afroid ta bring n out of the
proverbial po~estllr closet of boogie. Aphrodisia Tea
will be served. $5. 12 a.m. - 4 a.m. 343-4196.
JOHN SIMPSON at ~Ing M (5th and Idaho).
Jazz guitar. B-l0:30 p.m. 345-4320.
VIC HENLEY & LAURIE KILMARTIN atlhe
Funny Bane (8th Street Markel Place). Special engage-
ment. Ages 21 and older. 331-2663.
DJ VANNA at Neurolux (111 N. 11th St.). Ages
21 and older. 343-0886.
REBECCA SCOTT at Koffee Klatsch (409 S. Bth
SI.). 9-11 p.m. 345-0452.
THE TOURISTS at Groiney's Basement (61h
FATJOHN & THETHREESUMS 01Tom
Grainey's (6th and Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages21 and
--- older. 345,2505;- ---- --" c
TERRYHANCK& THE SOUL ROCKERSat
BluesBouquet(1010 Main51.).Ages21 and older. $5
cover. 345-6605.
Saturday, March 23
IMAGO 01the SpecialEventsCenter. Live
human animation using ingeniousmasks, costumesand
originalmusk. Sponsoredby Ihe Student Programs
Board.Bp.m. 510 general, 55 students, facultyand
stoff. 385-3655.
WOlt'lEN'S GYfAt~ASTlCSin the Pavilion.BSU
vs. UlahStoIa University.7 p.m.
TRIBALNIGHT at Dreamwalker (1015 W.
MainSt.). Opon invilatian 10Iribal drummers and elh-
nicmusiciansto come fill the coffee house withdrum-
min', dancin' and lovin'. Nocover. 8·11 p,m.343-
4176.
THERAVEat Dreamwalker (1015 W. Main51.).
DJRIFFRAfFcarries the larch inlo a newseason of new
musicand fresh altitudo with the lradillonal
Dreamwalkerstyle of hole-free and born 10be any·
Ihingand overything. 55. 12 a.m. - 4 a.m. 343-4196.
WENDYMATSON at FlyingM(51hand
Idaho).Acousticguitar and mandolin. 8·10:30 p.m.
3454320.
VIC HENLEY& LAURIEIUUMRTlN 01the
FunnyBone(81hStreet Market Place). Specialengage·
ment. Ages21 and older. 331·2663.
CAUSTICRESIN, KID CORDUROY& CAR·
LOSat Neurolux(II I N. 11th. St.). Ages21 and
older. 343-0886:
THETOURISTS at Grainey's Basement (6th
and Main).Ages21 and alder. 9 p.m. 345·2~05.
FATJOHN & THETHREESLIMSat Tom
Grainey's (6th and Mainl. 9:30 p.m. Ages21 and
older. 345-2505.
TERRYHArlCK & THE SOUL ROCI(ERS01
BluesBouquet(1010 Main51.).Ages21 and older. 55
cover.345-6605.
DAr~SOHt~ at Kolfee Klatsch(409 S. 81hSt.).
9-11 p.m. 345-0452.
Upcoming Events
ROLLINGTHur~DER MOTOR SPORTS
TOUR in the Pavilion.Saturday, March30. 8
p.m.flckets go on sale Mar(h II at 10 a.m.
511.50·55.50 in advance, 513.50 - $7.50 on
the day of the show.
1996 TOUR OF WORLD FIGURE
SKATINGCHMJlPIONS in the Pavilion.
Friday,June 28. 8 p.m. flckets go on soloJon.
22 at 10 a.m. 520 - 540.
!A?~Y~fI'~~(k~~~$~/Jr;~pit1,g;••·,'startsot8;JS.~S:&605 ••;,'.','\'
,;~r.~k1Jtr.yo,,~e,s~1lt~J'~:~•• -0IJ1y . '. •... , .. ..", ,'".,.•• , ..:
pletllr., ofp~'11I1"'S'"nJ"'~" '.. Thllrsday,Mlifdl2Si/'
'lUJtlyJlfllcblL~.pldurlJJ1t(lt$I~"c.- >' .'lOrt:RY~IGHlal DreaRlWlJlker(1015W.
III you from16,pllg,,~I""JCf6DOk.1MolnSt.) -.~pyonedecliceveOl~of poelry host-
Well; n!"v~"IfQrlCIlIfIPuslIury6. J,"I1,. ·ed by Ms.DandMs.Ellei self·prodalmedvan-
bullb.rts sllOlli. In,b.aly olTr"s guards of the open mlc, live from Ihe world's most
Juring Spring Br'lIk. '. 'c·:,--:comfortableeouchlnlruetoffeohousetradillon.
No cover. 7:30-9:30 p.m, 343·4196.
•. ' Saturday,"'arch 30 '
KERMIT APIO,STUSTUARl& EUEN TRIBALNIGUT 01Dreamwalker (\ 015W.
ZACHARYallho FunnyBone (81hStreel Markel Main St.). Open invitaUonto iribal dru!l1mersand
Place). Agos21 and oldor.3.3.1·2663. ethnic mUSIcians10come fJlllhe toffee house with
;drummln',dancin' andlovin'; 110 cover: a·llp.m.
•THHOURISTSoHom Grolnoy's {6th and 3434196>,' GAS HUFFER,.ODD #/'S & JOTH ST.
Moln);9:30 p.m. Ages 210ndolder.345.2505. "', " '.''. HORt4ETSalNeurolux {Ill N. 11th St.).I~o
THERAVEotOroamwalker (1015 W; Main .' cover. 343-0886. . , .
RI(IIARD SOLlZot Blues Bouquol(l ouf· .St.). OJ RIFFRAFFcarries tho lorch Inlo ti new sea-';
MolnSt.). Ages 21 ando!dor. Uocover. Musk' . son ofnew mllSkllnd froshalliludewilhlhe Iradl~
',1 !I i."
Sunday, March 24 .
VIC HENLEY& LAU~IE KILMARTINat •
the Funny Bone (8th Streel Markel Place). Sp'«lol
engagement. Ages 21 and older. 331-2663. ,
THE CLUTCHat TomGrainey's (6th and
,Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages2lond older. 345·2505.
SOU~DIER 01BluesBOllquel(1010 Main
St.). 8 p.m. Ages 21 and older. Notover. 345,-
6605.
DJ KEVIN at Neurolux (111 H.I1th. 51.).
Ages21arid older. 343·0886.
t,\onday, March 25
MICHAELW.SMITH WITH JARS OF
CLA..,& THREECROSSESollhe Pavilion. 7:30
p.m. $23.50 - $18.25. 385-1766.
FAT JOHN & THETHREE SLIMS 01Tom
Gralney's (6th and Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and
oldor. 345:2505. .
. JAMBAYol BluesBouquel (1010 MoinSt.).
Nocover. 345·6605.
Tuosdoy, March 26
THE SYRENS at Dreamwalker (1015 W.
, MainSI.). Acoustic.55. 8 p.m. 3434196. .
BESTOOOISE OPEN fi\IC atlha Funny
Bone (81hSlreel Markel Ploco). Ages 21 and
oldar.331·2663.
JAM tUGHT WITH THE HOOCHIE .
-C~O(H!E"MEHct Blues 9~uquet·O010'Mo!n
SI.). Ages 21.and older. Nocover. 345·6605.
FAlJOHN & THETHREE SLIMS at Tom
Grainey's (6th and Mainl. 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and
older. 345-2505.
OPEN MIC WITH THE PEACHES01
tlourolulC(Ill N.l Ith SI.).140 cover.343-0886.
Wodnosday, Marda 21
'.. VINCENT IUro~U aflheBoisoPublic
library (7155.CaplloIBlvd.) Traditional Afrkan
storytelling. Part of Iho ·Slorytinle Safari· serlos;
7p.m. Free. 364-4200. .
•. PLUTO, CLARK, NOVA.& SHAnal
t~eurolux (Ill N. 1Ith SI.). Ages 21 .and older.
343-0886. '.
KERMIT APIO, STU STUAR1& ELLEN
ZACHARY 01the Funny Bone (6th Sireel Markel
DJJIMatNeurolux (111 N. lllh St.). Ages Place). Ages 21 andolder.33H663~ .
21 ond older. 50(off drafts. 343;0886.
COCO MONTOYA 01Blues Bouquel( 1010
Main 51.). 8 p.m. Ages 21 and older. $5. Doors
TODD PALMER & REX I\\ILLER01FMng open 017 p.m. Musicbegins 018 p.m. 345·6605.
M(51h and Idaho). Jazz gullar. 8-10:30 p.m. 345-
4320.
KERMIT'APIO, STU.STUART & ELLEN
ZACHARY at the Funny Bone (8th StroelMarkel
Place). Ages21 and older. 331,2663.
THE TREE FROGSel Gralney'$ Basement
(6th and Main). Ages21and older. 9 p.m. 345-
2505.
THETOURISTS 01TomGrainev's (6th ond
Main). 9:30 p.m; Ages 21 and older. 345-2505.
THE HOOCHIE COOCHIEMEN at Blues
Bouquet (1010 MainSt.). Ages21 and older. tla
cover. 345·6605.
STELLAat Koffee Klatsch(409 S. 8IhS!.).
6·9 p.m. 345-0452.
Friday, March 29
SHHHH DON'T TELLANYONE 01
Dreamwolker(1 015W. Moll; 51.).Dhcreelly check
oUllhe positivodance vibes and Intimate coffee
dub experience wlIh spetiel guost DJs spinning a
kaleidoscope of House lechno, rave, tranco, rerro
and Irlbal mixes. 55. MidnIghtto 4 a.m. 343-
4196.
KERMllAPIO,STUSTUART & ELLEN
...lACHARYQI the funny Bane (Olh Slroot Markel
Place). Ages21'and 0Id~r.331·2663. .
DJ VANNA 01Neurolux (111 N. ll1h SI.).
Agos21 and older. 343·0606.
ROSS CHARLES01KoffeeKlatsch(409 S.
81h51.). 9-11 p.m. 345·0452. ' .
RUMBLEDOLL01Grainey's Basemenl {6th
and Main). Agos21 and older. 9 p.m. 345·2505.
THHOURISTSal TomGrainey's (6th and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 lind older. 345-2505.
THE I-fOUSEOFHOI POLLOrat Blues
Bouquel(1010 MainSI.).Agos21 and older. 52
cover. 345·6605. .
a
MINSTRALS, BONEFLOWER &8 BALL
BREAK01Neuroiux (11 J N. lllh. su Ages 21
ond older. 343·0886.
lionalDrelID1\VOlkerstyle.ofhole-~··andbomf9'··
beonYthlngalld everything; 55.12 o.m.-4a.m.
343-4196. .
nEN'.JENSEN ANffJOHiHfMPSOtr--- .-
alFMng M(5lhand Idaho). AcousticgUllarand
mandolin. 8-10:30p.m. 3454320.
RUMBLE DOLL 01Grainoy's Basemenl
,(6Ih and Maln). Ages 21 and older. 9 p.m. 345-
2505.
THE TOURISTS al TomGralney's (61h and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and older. 345·2505.
THE HOUSE OF HOI POLLOI 01Blues
Bauquel (1010 Main St.). Ages 21 and older. 52
covor.345·6605. .
REBECCASCOTT 01Koffee Klatsch (409 S.
8IhSt.).9-\-1 p.m. 345-0452.
Sunday, MUr<h 31
KERMIT APIO, STU STUART & EUEN
ZACHARY allho Funny Bono (8th Slreol Morket
Placo). Ages 21 and older. 331·2663.
THE CLUTCH01TomGrainey's (61h and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Agos21 and older. 345-2505.
DJ GRANT 01Nourolux (\11 N. llth.SI.).
Ages 21 ond older. 343-0886.
Monday, April 1
DJiEAD'ZEPPELlN at tleurolux(Jl1N.
11tho51.).Ages 21 .and older. 343,0686.' .
FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS 01Tam
Grainey's (6th and Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and
older. 345-2505.
KERfJUlAPIO '& JUDY TENUTA·~·ith~
Funny Bone (8thSiroel Marl<elPlaco). Concert .
serles.Agij$ 21' and older. 331-2663.
. ..... ~.,
TUGsday, April 2
THE SYREHS 01Dreamwalker (1015 W•.
Main SI.). Acouslic.S5. 8 p.m. 3434196.
KERfi'lITAPIO & JUDY TENUTA 01 tho
Funny Bone (81h Slrllel Markel Ploco). (oncert .
series. Ages 21 and older. 331 ~2663.
FAlJOIIN.&THE THREE SLlMSot Tom
Grainey's(6th and Main). 9:30 p.m. Agos 21 and
older. 345-250S. .
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• Leadership. Working with ourprofessional health care team
affords you many opportunities to develop strong leadership
qualities as a commissioned officer. .. . -.
• Continuing Education. Such opportuititiesin the Anny are an
important part of a nurse's careerpath.
• Professional Exposure. Grealerexposure to top health care
professionals and opportunities towork in a more autonomous
environment
• Excellent Pay. Salary and Bonuses adding up to over$45,OOO
the first year, plus a great benefits package.
There are other reasons, of course. and our Nurse Recruiter
can discuss them with you. Find out why Anny Nursing is
for you. Call:
800-253-ARMY ext. 321
BEAU TOUCAN BE:
ARMY NURSE CORPS
All help is confidential and free
1-800~550-4900
48" Base and Snowing
'.
CASH LOANS
BARGAIN PAWN
& JEWELRY
-..a..........1IWICI
JEWEUlY • DIAMONDS
WATCHES' GUNS
COllECTlIILES • INSTRUMENTS
MOUNTAIN BIKES. COINS
CAMERAs • TOOlS .
. lV"II • VCR'•• CO'.
STEREOS • SPORTING GOODS
CORNER OF FAIRVIEW a LIBERTY
8485 ...... "_
322-5049
*~U(!)[(I0*
Thursdays g. Fridays
Ualld
1995·96 Susan
Operallng Hours: gAM to "PM Thursday· Sunday
10 mile. we.I er Ihe North POlllder eHIl on 1-84
for group InlOnftllllon. (111115411965·4599
For .now/rolld [ondlllons. (111115411856· 5277/521B
WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR
-AN INVITATION?
We've got a great shop and
we've been waiting for your
*If you're a reader:
we've got an extensive selection
new and used comics from
Archie 10X-Men and SFnanlasy
boob from Plel'll Anlhony lonmothy
Z8hn.
*If you're a collector:
We've got hard to find comic book back
I.. ues. price guides and collecting
. supplies to preserve them.
*If you are an investor:
We buy and .. II collector's Item comIcs from
the 1940's through the 1960's.
*If you're looking for a deal:
We hsve a 5 for $1.00 comic section and a
well .tocked 50% off area.
*If you're looking for a gift or just something·
interesting and entertaining:
We hive postel'll. T .h1rts, cBlendanl. fanlasylSF art books,
0-. gaming miniatures, non 8pOItlI cards, models end much
mol'll.' .
1725 Droedny, 1IoIM· 314mI 80Ulh or Dsu."'*' 1IOftoSlll1NI.~Sun IIOOlMl. 34W744..
On lIle InllImet IlIltlp-J"'-.cybeIfI1gb
WIlJ.IIIII-tnter.clfnft IIIyIh.htm .
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announces SummerFest 196
The organizers oUoiseSlimmerFest
have recently announced plans for this
summer's outdoor cancertSeries.
SunimerFest '96, lime}~22, will be a
stellar lineup of outstanding summer
muskal entertainment in BSU's outdoor
Centennial Amphitheatre. .
SummerFest artistic director and BSU
Music Departmenfthairman James.Cook
and associate directors Esther Neely and
Sharon Ullman have made several
changes in this summer's concert series.
. '"Ne've reduced the number of per-
formances each weekend from three to
'" ..Jwo,MauionCoterlng will be offerlng. __
on-slte concessions and we have plans to
add special children's programs and
other arts activities, W sold Cook.
"summerFest '96 will offer notionally
renowned guest artists along with top-
notch Boise talent. W
Neely was formerly a business and .
operations manager of Northrop
Auditorium at the University of
Minnesota. Ullman works in BSU's Music'
Deportment.
.This summer's lineup Includes
"Orchestral Favorites from Mozart to
Mendelssohnw on June 7-B,
"Summertime Serenade" on June 14-15
and "Memorable Melodies of America's
Post" on June 21-22.
Steven Michael Rosen, associate con-
ductor with the Fort Worth Symphony for
the post five seasons, will guest conduct
the SummerFest Orchestra on the first
two weekends. The second weekend also
features performances by award-winning
soprano Kathryn Garber, BSU music pro-
fessor lynn Berg, tenor, and the Boise
Opera Children's Chorus. BSU music pro-
fessor Marcellus Brown will lead the
SummerFest Symphonic Wind Ensemble
on the final weekend.
All concerts are on Friday and
Saturday evenings at 8 p.m. The~gates
will open at 6:30 p.m. for picnicking.
The first two SummerFest '96 con-
certs will be repeated in McCall on Aug.
2-3 at the Brundage Mountain
Amphitheater. In addition, Gene Harris
will perform on Aug. 4. These events will
be presented jointly by the McColl Music
Society and BSU.
Season tickets for all three Boise
events are now available for 522 gener-
al and 516.50 seniors and students at
Select-A-Seat by phone only. Individual
concert tickets will go on sale April 1.
Call 385-1496 for more Information.
Magical Imago to perform at
BSUMarch 23
Join a provocative sojourn Into the
familiar and unknown with Imago, a
performance of live human animation,
on March 23 at 8 p.m. In the BSU
Special Events Center.
The theater mask ensemble blurs the
line betWeen reality and illusion as it
transforms people, animals, Insects and
inanimate objects ir:to beings with per-
sonalities.
This whimsical smorgasbord of mime
and dance are performed to original .
musk using ingenioUS masks and cos-
t~mes.ltisg~atentert~!I!J!!,-nt for the__ ..r------------------------------------------..,
wholefami~. . ..... . Not lithe duCb are ilrili8:--
TIckets are available at Select·A·Saot riverl
for 510 generol admission and 55 BsU New DUCKMANsite on the Internet
students, faculty and stoff. For tickets, is now 'In Your Foce'
call 385·1766. Parumount D~iIol Entertainment
For more Information on Imago, call announced today the launch of the off!.
the BSU Student Programs Board at 385- dol DUCKMANWorld Wide Web site
3655: [hllp:! Iwww.duckmon.coml which is
devoted to the irreverent, politiaJlly
Storyteller. Vincent Kltuku incorred, adub animoled comedy series
brings African tales to the of the same name. .
Boise Public Library One of the WaDStreet JoumaYs tap
Storyteller VincentKituku will per- 10 ~ to WlIIch,the Emmy. and
form Wednesday, March 27, at the Boise CobleAceAword-nominaled Du&mon
Public library. Dr. Kltuku will share tra· chronicles the life and limes of the
.dilionQI.African stories for listeners of all world-weary private duck/fomily mon
ages at 7 p.m. Children and their par· Duckmon. Duckman airs 011 the USA
ents will enjoy this special Storytlme Nelwork Saturdays at 10 ~.m. ETIPI'
Safari program. and 9 p.rn. cr.
Story time Safari is an ongoing "As Congress begins to regulate
evening program at the library, hosted quacks on the Internet, Duekmon gels
by storytelling volunteers. Phone 384- his own home page, capturing the spirit
4200 for more information. and essence of Duckman's un~ue and
abrasive disposnion," David
Wertheimer, president of PD~ said.
"Working dose~with the creators of the .
show, we hove put together a site as
.. un~ue os Duckman himseK, featuring
original, made-espedal~-for -online
gruphics, animations and conten!."
Featuring eye-popping gruphics of It's Duckman!
Duckman in his mil'l8u, fons can access a wide runge of audio and video dips, animolion, episode synopsos, artwork and information on
the cast members, creators and executive praducers. The sne employs same of the inOstleoding-edge technologies, such os Shockwave ~
and Netscope 2.0. Addnional~, for the first lime, users wiDhove access to the series of five controversial Duckmon ads that were rajed-
. ed by 1YGuide, which induded the copy lines "Haven't ducked in months" and "Could use a good duck." Fons ron also peruse interviews
with the stars, indu~e in Duckman's snide quips and general~ share the dark comedy of Duckman's angst-ridden existence.
The DUCKMANweb site is on extension of the non·traditional publicity, promotional and adv8flising efforts surrounding the popular
Iate-night series thot enjoys a cub-like following. In addnion to the.controversial ods mentioned above, non-traditional ods run in such
publications os Entertainment Weekly and New York Magazlne~ The February issue of Detaik m~ne features a one-on-ooe Q&A with
the irreverent duck, and In a first-ever "infomercial invasion," Duckman appears unexpeded~ three times in a 3D-minute Infomercial
for nme-Ufe Musk's "Rolling Stones Sounds of the '80s.W
Formed inMay 1995, Parumount D~nal Entertoinment drows upon Parumount's rich hbtory In mation pictures and television pro-
grumming by chonnehng Parumounrs aeative resoUR:esinto the promotion of Paramount properties, the aeation of originol online
praducts and the development of a new breed of promotional vehicles for its advertising portners. Wdh direct access to the Paramount
Television Group and other V'lOCOmentities, PDEis able ta rorry the studio's 83-year tradition of entertainment excellence inta cyber- ,.
spoce. .
Jason Alexander (Seinfeld! is the voke of Duckman, along with Nancy Truvis (Almost Perfect! os his shrewish sister-in·law Bernice,
and Dweezd Zappo as his son Ajax. Gregg Be~er is the voice of Duckman's deod-pon pig Friday Comfed.
Duckmon is praduced by Klasky (supo, Inc. and Reno and Osbom Produdions in assodolion with Paramount Domes1k Television.
The Porumount Television Group is port of the entertainment operations of V'lOcomInc.
Boise Public Library'offers
Spring Break actiVities for
kids and parents
Kids and thefr parents are invited ta
visit the Baise Public Library during
Spring Break. Popular IIve-oction and
animated films for children of all ages
will show twice a day in the library's
auditorium.
Films featuring Dr. Seuss, Winnie-
the-Pooh and more are set to run
Monday thraugh Friday, March 25-29 at
10:30 a.m. and repeat at 2:30 p.m.
Each program runs about one hour.
Phone 384-4200 for details.
Optimists, Boise Parks &
Recreation invite public to IA
Day for All'
The Optimists and Boise Parks &
Recreation invite the public to "A Day
for All," Monday, April 1, from 11 a.m ..
to 8 p.m. at Poios. Pojas has set April
Fool's Day aside for business people,
families and children to see the plans for
the "Playground for All" at Julio Davis
Regional Park. The state-of-the-art play
environment is designed for children of
all physical abilities. to playslde-by-side.
Fun and games are on the agenda to
help raise money for the school-age por-
tion of the playground. But it's olso a
day for serious foolln' around: Half of
every 510 ticket for game tokens and
food will go directly to the playground.
And the public can buy c1auerbridges,
tunnels, slides and more with their dollar
support.
TIckets are available at Poios, from
an Optimist member and at the door.
Call 37 6;6981 for more information.
He's back, and this time he's
in lovel
"McManus in love,w the all new com-
edy from humor author Patrick F.
McManus hits the stage, on Saturday,
March 30 at 8 p.m. and Sunday, March
31 at 7 p.m. In the Special Events
Center. Presented by Trout Unlimited,
-McManus in love" follows the highly
successful debut of his first one'mon
show, "A Fine and Pleasant Misery." To
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.. date, Misery has played to more than
70,000 people in 15 states and Canoda.
Actor Tim Behrens astounds the audi-
ence once again as a one-man cost of 15
"characters," including a bat, a bear, a
bicycle - and on even stranger assort-
ment of humans. According to the
Spokane Spokesman ReView, "Behrens
,(performs! brilliantly, with an amazing
range of facial expressions and more
11mb-twisting and odd-pasturing humor
than you'd ever imagine possible."
When we left Pat and his pal (razy
Eddie in Misery, they had conquered
their fear of the dark. Now they're In
the dark once again, terrorized by a new
fear: girls. "McManus in love" returns us
to a simpler time when all it took to
impress a girl was a ride to the movies
on the back of a bicycle. Qh,.but what a
bicycle I Not to be missed are the person-
al grooming tips from the old woods-
man, Rancid Crabtree, who takes a bath
once every leap year. And of course,.'
. there's Eddie's father, Mr. Muldoon,
whose atlempt to instruct the boys in the
known Boise musician Katherine Best,
has taught at FSU since 1980. She has
studied music at the Peabody
Conservatory of Music and at the Yale
School of Music. Clarke is a forrner
member of the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra and the Aspen Festival
Orchestra and has served as the concert·
master of the WISconsin Chamber
Orchestra and the Tanglewood Musk
Center Orchestra.
As a violinist with the Rogeri Trio,
Clarke performed throughout the United
Karen Clarke to give recital States and served a residency at Yale.
at, BSU.on March 22 She has also recorded extensively and
".: ' FlotidaStat~ Upiverslly muslt pro· appeared as saloist with the Buffalo
fessor arid BSUulumna Karen Clarke will Philharmonic, NorthCarolina Symphony
return to Bllise on Friday, March 22, to and orcheslras throughout Rorido.
give a.series of master classes and a . Clarke is currently concertmaster
recitali ..p~$U~t~iijrison Center Recilal with the TallahossellSyrilphony:
Hall. The_redtalL which will begin at 7:30 . Orchestra and principal second viQlin of
p.m., Will b8'OMln in memoiyof ~.'. the Apollo Ensemble, aperiodinstru·
Kathryn EckhardLMltchell, a farmer BSU ment orchestra. • ..
.yi!llln professor~ .. .. _ Admission is free. For more informa·
.Clarke, daughter of John Best, BSU lion, call 385·3980.
music professor emeritus, and well-
'",:... \
finer points of romonce is momentarily
interrupt6d by ... well, all we can say, is
that he didn't require hospitalization this
timo. Recall that your first date does
warp your personality forever.
Tickets cost 512 for adults, 58 for
youths and are available at all Select-A-
Seat outlets, as well as at the door.
McMonus will be signing books at both
performances, .05 well as at The
Bookshop (906 Main St.! from 1 to 2
p.m. on Sunday, March 31.
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Letter to The Editor:
I was saddened and sickened at the letter
printed in The Arbiter aimed at Angie Blain.
AS a student who aJso took S101 from
ProfessorBlain,1 applaud he~for beinga
minority of instructor's at Boise ~tate
University who have dedicated a great portion
of their time and energy in attempting to provide
students with an education that allows them to
make informed decisions by encouraging criti-
cal thinking.
For the student who found Angie's teaching
to be "biased" and "far left" there are plenty of
instructors at this university who are happy to
regurgitate the material he is looking for to
ensure he continues down the path of "selective
education."
For those of us who are serious about our
education, we expect to be presented with infor-
mation that may challenge our beliefs and chal-
lenge previous learning. How can you learn if
you are unable to listen to views different from
your own? How can you grow if you do not
question what you believe to be true and why?
AS a student, there have been numerous
times I've been presented with material that
made me feel "uncomfortable." But instead of
retreating back into my warm cozy bed and
pulling the covers over my head, 'I've learned to
examine why it is I feel uneasy.
It is much more "comfortable" to remain
ignorant. With knowledge, blind acceptance is
demolished . .I'd like to thank true educators,
such as Angie Blain, for being part of the demo-
lition teain at this university.
Becky Wiskus
Letter to The Editor:
t--_
Regarding a recent letter of complaint about
Professor Angie Blain, I find it amazing that,
out of the three institutions he has attended,
Professor Blain is the firstteacher Mr. Rigert
has run across who "rubs him the wrong way."
If he is so open minded and interested in
exposing himself to a variety of new ideas, per-
haps he should 'have stuck around long enough
to hear-what Professor Blain had to say before
demanding equal time to voice his own "biased"
perspective.
If his beliefs, morals, and values are so frag-
ile that he is threatened by an instructor Who
does not agree wlth'him personally, if he
doesn't want to hear or think about anything he
doesn't already know and agree with, why is he
a student at this or any university?
We needmore teachers like Professor Blain
who cause us to pause/ponder/analyze and per-
haps rethinkwhat we thought we knew.
time to study sociology under one of Boise State
University's finest. teachers. I've known
Profess<>rAngela Blain for over a doz~nyears,
.and Iam aware of the time, energy, and passion
that she expends in preparation for teaching her
classes. .
Professor Blain isan activist for peace, for
preservation of the environment, and for the
right's of women, minorities, gays and lesbians.
Her life experiences have given her compassion
for the underdog. Born in Dublin, Ireland,
Professor Blain Jived with her family ina tene-
ment and spent most of her teen-age years work-
ing full-time in factories and mills. After immi-
grating to the United States, Professor Blain
married, raised three sons and then obtained her
college education.
Professor Blain has lived a life that most '
. sociologists only learn aboutthroughresearch
and study. She offers her students a unique per-
spective and opportunity to learn.
Sincerely,
JoAnne Russell
Letter to The Editor:
TOP 10 REASONS BSU STUDENTS
SHOULD START THEIR SPRING BREAK
WITH THE CHlU'S SENIOR GYMNAS.
TICS FINALE .....
10. Cheaper thana flight to Mazatlan.
9.100niiriutes of non-stop exciting action.
8. Last chance to see school record holder
Leslie Mott perform her death-defying
maneuvers.
7. Free for BSU students (All others can
pick up complimentary tickets at
Chili's) .. ' . ..•..•... . .
6. Beatityand brains .in smitlrpack3gell··
(Bronco gymnasts have the highest
giaduationrate on campus).
5. Basketball is over.
4. Witness 4' 10" of solid muscle flying
through the air, performing multiple
flips and twists, and landing in one
place.
3. Possible chance to be a part of history
Witnessing school records or perfect
1O's(Some Bronco gymnasts have
come very close this yearl).
2. Chance to harass Big West rival, Utah
State Aggies (like their fans do to us)
one week before conference champi
onship.
l.FREE BEER I Just kidding, but it got
your attention.
The guaranteed-good-time meet takes place
Satuh:1ay, March 23 at 7:00 pm at the Pavilion.
We hope to see aJlthe rowdy students and facul-
tytherel
Sam Sandmire
BSU Gymnastics Coach
Crystal Norman
diforiol·
The Arbiter is ashamed of itself.
The fact that it was just named 1996 Newspaper of the Year in
the Four-Year Non-Daily Tabloid category by the Associated
Collegiate Press cannot make up for the fact that we didn't cover the
Event of the year, which should have been published in our March 6
issue.
On Feb. 28, ASUI President Brian Kane paid for losing a bet to
ASBSU Vice President Darryl Wright and ASBSU President Jeff
Klaus by allowing his head to be shaved. The bet was that the per-
son whose team lost the UI-BSU men's basketball game would have
to get his head shaved.
As Wrighi noted at a meeting of the ASBSU Senate, "The hair
CUllingof ASUI President Brian Kane was a great event. Itwas cov-
ered by three TV stations but not The Arbiter."
Perhaps The Arbiter's editors don't need news judgment. We
should just watch the TV news every day to see what topics we
should cover in our next issue.
The TV news didn't show up at the Faculty Senate meeting Feb.
27 to watch professors ax the new proposed core they've been "per-
fecting" for the past four years.
And we don't remember seeing broadcast journalists listing off
what fee increases had been proposed for upcoming fcc increase
hearings, as we did in our March 6 issue.
Perhaps the most news-worthy aspect of the head-shaving event
is that The Arbiter actually received a press release which Wright
asked News Services to put out describing the bet and upcoming
haircut.
On several occasions Arbiter editors have invited senators to
come to us with story ideas relating to particularly important bills
and resolutions they're working on. The few senators who do call
with specific ideas arc almost always reading their name in the paper
a couple of issues later. We arc amazed at the ASBSU effort that
was put into publicizing this haircut-it's the first time we can recall
actually getting a press release via News Services about something
the ASBSU Senate is up to.
Recently, we've run stories about the senate's probe into whether
student religious C'fganizations should be funded and ASBSU's
Health Advisory Board selecting a new student health insurance
vendor. We also recently featured the senate's effort to include sexu-
al orientation in BSU's anti-discrimination policy.
ASBSU-related stories currently assigned to reporters include a
senator's effort to take back parking for students attending night
classes during athletic events and the ongoing struggle to kick off
the teacher evaluations project.
A few of the above stories published or assigned arc the result of
ASBSU Sen. David Sneddon's phone calls to The Arbiter. He is no
doubt the best public relations practitioner of the senate. If the rest
of the senate stop complaining about an alleged lack of news judg-
ment on The Arbiter's pari and put half as much effort as
Sgeddon-{)r even half the effort of Wright's to publicize a hair-
cut-into lelling us know about truly important items of their busi-
ness, they would see a few more ASBSU-related stories in The
Arbiter.
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L.etterto The Editor:
This is a reply toMichael Rigert's request for
comments to his letter, blasting Professor Angie
Blain, printed in the March 6 issue of The
Arbiter.
Mr. Rigert has missed the chance of a life-
The Arbiter's editorials reflect the opinions 01its editors.
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Bat:tlil1g the blues
~~ter
A recent report from the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology estimates
the cost of depression is nearly $44 billion a year, a staggering cost that
includes lost productivity, hospitaIization, medication and outpatient care.
It doesn't begin to accurately reflect the suffering of the 11 million
Americans affected by the various mood disorders or the untold numbers
impacted by milder variations of depression.
Nor does it capture the personal oosts to our student population who suf-
fers the consequellCe$ of lowered motivation, energy loss, sleep distprbance,
depressed mood and reduced ability to concentrate.
For most students whO battle the blues, it becomes a source of diminished
productivity and frustration. For some it becomes overwhelming, making it
diffiadt to meet their personal and academic goals. For a few, it will playa
role in social isolation and even suicide.
It appears that the college population (with its many demands) is at risk,
with an estimated one third of the student body experiencing mild or subclini-
cal ~n ~ a surprisingly large number in need of professional help.
Since depression operates on a cycle, early recognition is the key to pre-
venting a downward spiral of increasing frustration and discouragement.
Healthy individuals are sensitive to the subtle warning signs (lethargy, missing
classes, oversleeping, reduced involvement with friends) and step back to
assess the current situation, picture an improved version and devise a plan of
action.
Fortunately, there are many thing<;that can be done to reverse the negative
process. Each positive move yields some symptom of relief while generating
increased energy and hope. Although every solution is somewhat different
and requires a aJSlom fit, here are a few of the b3sic strategies to consider:
1. Inventory strengths, resources and areas that are Slill working well for
you. The depression cycle may tend to spit out the very things needed to fight
back, so don't let g;> of even the smallest thing.that continues to generate a
sense of accomplishment and incentive.
2Activate your social support system and resist the temptation to isolate.
Loneliness is a prime contnbutor to depression, yet there is a tendency to
withdraw during times of loss or perceived failure, Push to stay connected,
especially with the more positive people in your support network. Let them
know that you need extra support.
3. Regain control over the pieces of the situation that are most readily con-
trollable. Let f§l of what cannot be changed and focus limited energies on the
ihings that are most obtalnable. 100 feeling of helplessness generated out of
depression has to be attacked, but approached realistically one small step at a
time.
4. Build more structure into your daily schedule by organizing your time
and increasing your activity level. Select activities that provide a sense of plea-
sure or accomplishment.
5. Addexercise to your daily routine as a means of dampening the physio-
logical down-cycle associated with depression. It is a powerful antidote, but
best introduced when there has been a successful history of exercise in the
past. Remember to start slowly and build toward success.
6. Keep the balance by carefuUy managing limited energies and drawing
on existing strengths and resources.
Ironically, despite the high incidence of depression on college campuses,
students often fail to recognize the indicators or seek assistance. They may see
themselves as alone and may add to the problem by further isolating them-
selves. A vicious cycle that feeds on itself can be created with seemingly no
wayout.
It can, however, become insidious and leave the individual feeling immo-
bilized. If existing supports are not available or adequate, the Counseling
Center is just a phone call (385-1601) away. You can also visit the Counseling
Center on the sixth floor of the Education Building.
The service is free to students with six or more credits.
I walked into a Main Street photography stu-
dio this past week and noticed some brown half
sheets of paper containing short biographical
sketches of the two photographers who work
there.
The first one was my friend's bio who had
been in the business for years. The second bio
announced a pretty impressive string of accom-
plishments for a guy who was fresh out of col-
lege. Then an intriguing line caught my atten-
tion. Sharing how he first became interested in
photography, this recent grad said that someone
had given him his first camera in high school.
That special someone, he had written, was his
biological father.
Right then it hit me. My eyes squinted and I
could feel my heart rate increasing. Like a giant
ogre awakening from a nap, my emotions began
to slowly build, then faster and faster they
whirled.
As Iwas spinning, I'caught glimpses of mem-
ories like tall pictures hanging on the library
walls of my mind. It didn't happen often. Just
one word can set you off sometimes.
The first picture innocently showed me asking
for the first time why someone's name didn't
match his parent's last name. The next picture
showed me sitting at a Pee Wee football awards
'banquet waiting eagerly for my first shiny tro-
phy. Both my dad and mom were proud, but I
couldn't help notice the empty chairs of so many
of my teammate's dads who were missing such
an important event. Then I remembered all the
games we had played that season in front of
stands packed mostly with faithful mothers.
Next comes a brief shot of a preacher with
tears in his eyes pleading for the married couples
of his congregation to stay together rather than
give in to the quick fix of divorce.
"Funny," I thought while I squirmed in the
pew. "Religious folks don't break up, do they?"
My next memory picture includes the
anguished look of members from another church
I later belonged to trying to make sense of the
stories circulating that our pastor had just left his
wife and children to run off with the church sec-
retary.
I can't soon forget the night that the house
across the street exploded like a box of left-over
Fourth of July fireworks. I was just getting ready
to take my date back to her place when the
yelling and screaming began. I could hear dishes
smashing and the deep thuds of bodies flying
into walls. Their front door burst open and out
ran a nine-year-old boy, crying. He stopped and
ran back toward the door, pleading for his father
to stop. Then out came the father with a crazed
look and half of hisshirt (orn off his body. He
yelled at his son to hurry and get into the car.
The boy was torn - stay with his mother or
follow the dictates of his father. I had never seen
such painful gut-wrenching wailing on behalf of
any human being.
Finally, the son capitulated. As they headed
down the road, I could still hear him crying
uncontrollably.
As I gingerly knocked and pushed the door
open a little wider, Ibeheld the scene of a sob-
bing daughter hugging her mother who sat
dejectedly on the edge of the couch, leaning for-
ward, head down and held in her hands.
"He called me a bitch and whore one too
many times," she said, without looking up.
I went back and got my guitar and played
some soothing songs like I had always done for
them before. But the husband never came back
and a"For Sale" sign soon stood out in their
front yard. Ihave since forgotten those soothing
songs.
In one of the last pictures I remember my dad
telling me they had just filed for divorce while .
my mother sat silently looking down at the
kitchen table in their bright new sunny Arizona
ranch house. It was my turn to weep uncontrol-
lably as I drove back to California.
With my sister married and me recently grad-
uated from college, some would claim the classic
"empty nest" syndrome. Classic or not, it hurt. I
remember driving for six hours each way over
the weekends back and forth to my parents for
the next three months in a vain attempt to patch
them back together. I would get so tired driving
that I would strattle the center line of the desert-
ed freeway with my car tires so the bumps-would
wake me up if I dozed off. '
My father drives I8-wheeler trucks all over
the country now. He comes through Boise once
in a while and so I have some more memories.
With uncharacteristic humility, my father tells
me at least once' every visit, "I still love yourl' c.
mother and I wish I had never left her."
I set the brown paper back on the pedestal and
contemplated once again how our Creator must
also be weeping when we have to define what
class of fathers really impact our lives .... "for
this cause, a man shall leave his father and moth-
er and shall cleave to his wife, and. the two shall
become one flesh."
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rnasl{ forms should reach TheArbiter by 5 p.m. Wednesday, one week before
desired publicotion dote. fax them 10385-3198, moil them to The Arbiter ot
1910Univers;ty Dr., Boise, ID 83725 or lumd deliver them totheplus,h base ..
men' €If 1605 J/2University Drive, below fhe Women's (enfer. KIOSKposfings
ore free. If you need (I I{tOSKform, drop by on:oIl345-S204.
Wednesday, 1\10rc&20 ' TIckels are $18 of Seled-a-Seaf. SUBJordan 7 p.m . ..:....Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and
Ballroom. Allies for Diversify meeling. SUBFoofe
Room. all day - Academic Advising (enter will
answer quesfions aboufadvising, fall regis-
frafion, policies and procedures. Boofh in
SUB.
5-7 p.m. - "Tesf Anxiefy" workshop spon-
sored by the BSU(ounseling(enfer. Learn
how to manage fest-relafed sfress. Educafion
BUilding, Room 642. Studenfs interested in
participating may sign up for a worl<shop by
phoning (385-1601) or sfopping by fhe cen-
fer.
7 p.m. - Dispufe Resolufion Club meeling.
SUBBoyington Room.
7-8 p.m. - Bapfisf Campus Ministries
Weekly Bible Sfudy. SUBUalch ( Ballroom,
all day - Academic Advising (enfer will
answer queslions about advising, fall regis-
tralion, policies and procedures. Booth in
SUB~
"
Employment $ Cruise Ships Hiring! GROUPS, CLUBS, Getting Married?' 500 through. R.N. assisted.Students Needed! MOTIVATED INDIVID. custom-designed wedding Guaranteed. $35 fee. FreeTROPICAL RESORTS $$$+Free Travel VALS. FAST, EASY- announcements for under fift. 1-800-666-0841.HIRING. Entry-level &. (Caribbean, Europe, NO FINANCIAL $225. AIl accessories dis- 1750 weekly possiblecareer positions available Hawaii!) OBUGATION. counted with order. Call mailing our circulars. Forworldwide (Hawaii, SeasonallPermanent, No (800)862·1982 EXT. 33 Aimee Chester atLegacy info call (301) 306-1207.Mexico, Caribbean, etc.). Experience Necessary. Announcements, 345-Waitstaff, housekeepers, Gde. 919-929-4398 ext Merchandise 1275. Let us help you find a roomate,
\:,,' r- ..
, SCUBA dive leaders, fit- C1l24.
Monthly RVspaces. Close ~elldcar, find your"sGul mato~ ,... .,"hess counselors; and more. 1984 21·foot travel trail. to BSU. 388-0936. Tho Arhltor ad sodlon Is avail-Call Resort Employment COMPULSIVE ORGA. er. Excellent condition.
ablo for YOllrase. StudentServices 1-206-971-3600 ' NIZER. Assistant needed Must see. Complete Services rates: FIrst 25 words are free.ext. R59031. for new product develop- hookups, self-contained, 2
Each addltlonat word Is 25ment company. Office propane tanks. Livable all Office Pro-Need a cents. Non-Studont/BuslnossCRUISE SHIPS HIR. organization, cleaning, year, sleeps 6 to 8. $6,000 resume? Need a paper
rates: 50 conts per word.ING. Earn upto research. $6/hr, 4hrs/wk. firm. 344-4154. typed? Need computer-
General Information: Allads$2,000+/month. World 336-7340. related tutoring? For this
must he received end paid fortravel. Seasonal & full- Motorcycle for sale. 1987 & more, call Matt Stanley
by 5 p.m. Friday, prior to
time positions. No expo Fundraising Honda XR600. Excellent at 853-3848 today!
Wednesday's edition. (all
necessary. For info. call 1-
condition. Runs great. Low206-971-3550 ext. FAST FUNDRAISER- miles. $2000 obo. Call Wanted: 23 students. (208)-345-8204 for furthorC59033. RAISE $500 IN 5 evenings, 888-5325. Lose 5-29 lbs. this month. Information.DAYS-GREEKS, New metabolism break-(~~.~
all day - Academic AdVising(en lei will
answer questions about adVising, fall regis-
tralion, policies and procedures. Boolh in
SUB.
Thursday, fllarch 21
Tuesdav, r~'arch 26
all day - Academic AdVising(enter will
answer questions about advising, fall regis-
tralion, policies and procedures. Boolh in
SUB.
7 p.m. - "Margotel Roberts: Idaho's
Petticoof Governor" wifh Rosemary
Wimberly, hisfory graduate sludenf. Port of
Women's Hislory Month. Free. Sponored by
BSUWomen's (enfer and The Friends of the
Idaho Historical Museum. Idaho Stafe
Historical Museum, 610 N. Julia Davis Drive.
12:45 p.m. - "Visual and Spatiol
Allenfion: Pop-out and Non-Target Effeds"
will be presenled by Garvin (hostain as part
of the Psychology Departmenl's brown bag
colloqUia.
7 p.m, - "Believing inlhe American Wes!:
The HIstory of Religion in the American
West" presenfed by hisforian Patricio
Limerick. Part of Hislory Department's 1996
Distinguished Ledure Series. Free.
Hemingway Wesfern' Studies (enler.
Saturday, r~l:Irch30
3-4 p.m.- Nontradilional Student Support
Group meeting. Speakers, encouragement,
friendship, support. SUBJohnson Dining
Room. For informotion, call Eve at 385-
3993. friday, filarm 22
9:30 a.m.-3 p.m. - "Herifage of Hersfory"
is a Girl Scouf program to help girls cele-
brate the lives of women. Port of Women's
HistoryMonfh. SUBHalch Ballroom.
Admission is $4. For information, call Susan
Hazellon of 377-2011 exf. 108.
3:30-5 p.m. - "Resumes: Whot Employers all day - Academic Advising (enfer will
Are Looking For,n a BSU(areer (enfer answer questions about adVising, fall regis-
Workshop, teochos how to construct effedive 'ration, policies and procedures. Booth in
resumes and (over !effel'S. 2065 Univcmf'j:' SUS.
Drive. To sign up, call 385-1747 or stop 'he
center in advance, April Foels Day11:30 a.m. -1.p.m. -LOS Institufe Friday
Noon Lunches feature homburgers/s(lnd.
7-9 p.m. - .., Dr.·Bernie Siegel will presenio wiches ondchicken.·.1929 University Drive.
semimirfor(u~cer palienfS,of~ers wifhlif~' Free lunch (orvMors.
threafening· illnesSes,·ond' 'beir families;"
all day - Academic AdVising(enter will
onswerquestions about adVising, fall regis-
.fretion, pijlidas ond procedures. Bootb in
SUB., ' . ,
